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TOPOLOGICAL QUANTUM FIELD THEORIES FROM COMPACT LIE
GROUPS
DANIEL S. FREED, MICHAEL J. HOPKINS, JACOB LURIE, AND CONSTANTIN TELEMAN
Let G be a compact Lie group and BG a classifying space for G. Then a class in Hn 1pBG;Zq
leads to an n-dimensional topological quantum field theory (TQFT), at least for n  1, 2, 3. The
theory for n  1 is trivial, but we include it for completeness. The theory for n  2 has some
infinities if G is not a finite group; it is a topological limit of 2-dimensional Yang-Mills theory. The
most direct analog for n  3 is an L2 version of the topological quantum field theory based on the
classical Chern-Simons invariant, which is only partially defined. The TQFT constructed by Witten
and Reshetikhin-Turaev which goes by the name ‘Chern-Simons theory’ (sometimes ‘holomorphic
Chern-Simons theory’ to distinguish it from the L2 theory) is completely finite.
The theories we construct here are extended, or multi-tiered, TQFTs which go all the way down
to points. For the n  3 Chern-Simons theory, which we term a ‘0-1-2-3 theory’ to emphasize the
extension down to points, we only treat the cases where G is finite or G is a torus, the latter being
one of the main novelties in this paper. In other words, for toral theories we provide an answer to
the longstanding question: What does Chern-Simons theory attach to a point? The answer is a bit
subtle as Chern-Simons is an anomalous field theory of oriented manifolds.1 This framing anomaly
was already flagged in Witten’s seminal paper [Wi]. Here we interpret the anomaly as an invertible
4-dimensional topological field theory A , defined on oriented manifolds. The Chern-Simons theory
is a “truncated morphism” Z : 1Ñ A from the trivial theory to the anomaly theory. For example,
on a closed oriented 3-manifold X the anomaly theory produces a complex line A pXq and the
Chern-Simons invariant ZpXq is a (possibly zero) element of that line. This is the standard vision
of an anomalous quantum field theory in general; here we use this description down to points. The
invariant of a 4-manifold in the theory A involves its signature and Euler characteristic. It was
first discovered in a combinatorial description [CY] and Walker [W] also uses A in his description
of Chern-Simons (for a more general class of gauge groups).
Since a torus is an abelian group, the classical Chern-Simons action is quadratic in the connection
and so the theory is in some sense “free”. Indeed, one expects that the semi-classical approximation
is exact. This is the point of view taken by Manoliu [Ma], who constructs Chern-Simons for circle
groups as a 2-3 theory. The invariant this theory assigns to a closed oriented 3-manifold is made
from classical invariants of 3-manifold topology: is the integral over the space of flat connections
of the square root of the Reidemeister torsion times a spectral flow phase. (There is an overall
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1It is not anomalous as a theory of framed manifolds.
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“volume” factor as well.) The extension to a 1-2-3 theory is determined by a modular tensor
category by a theorem of Reshetikhin and Turaev [T]; it is assigned to the circle by the theory.
For toral Chern-Simons this is a well-known category, and its relation to Chern-Simons theory
was explored recently by Stirling [St], inspired by earlier work by Belov-Moore [BM]. In a different
direction the Verlinde ring, which encodes the 2-dimensional reduction of Chern-Simons theory, was
recognized by three of the authors as a twisted form of equivariant K-cohomology [FHT]. That
description, or rather its equivalent in K-homology, inspires the categories of skyscraper sheaves
which we use to extend toral Chern-Simons to a 0-1-2-3 theory.
The gauge theories discussed in this paper have a classical description as pure gauge theories
whose only field is a G-bundle with connection. On any fixed manifold M the G-bundles with
connection form a groupoid, and it is the underlying stack which should be regarded as the fields in
the theory. WhenM is a point, there is up to isomorphism a unique G-bundle with connection (the
trivial one), but it has a group of automorphisms isomorphic to G. Thus the stack of G-bundles
with connections is {{G  BG. A cohomology class in Hn 1pBG;Zq, or rather the geometric
manifestation which we describe (esp. §4.1 and §5.1), defines the classical gauge theory on M  pt.
We directly “quantize” this classical data over a point. This may be regarded, as in [F2], as
the “path integral” over the fields on a point. Integration over I{{G, which is implemented as a
categorical limit, amounts to taking G-invariants, which is a higher version of the Gauss Law in
canonical quantization. It is also worth noting that the space of connections on M  S1 is the
finite dimensional groupoid G{{G, where G acts on G by conjugation. Properly interpreted, this is
the loop space of the fields on a point. On the other hand, for any manifold of dimension at least
two, the stack of connections is infinite dimensional unless G is finite.
In the latter case—for a finite group G—the path integral in all dimensions reduces to a finite
sum, so is manifestly well-defined and satisfies the axioms of a field theory. This idea was initiated
in [F2], where the notion of a classical action in an n-dimensional field theory is extended to
manifolds of all dimensions   n and a higher categorical version of the path integral is used to
heuristically define the quantum invariants.2 The developments in higher category theory in the
intervening years, and the new definitions and structure theory for TQFT, make it possible to give
a rigorous treatment of these finite path integrals and to generalize them. We give some indications
in §3 and §8; we hope to develop these ideas in detail elsewhere.
That structure theorem is the Baez-Dolan cobordism hypothesis, for which we include an expo-
sition in §2.3. A much more detailed account may be found in [L], which also contains a detailed
sketch of the proof. This theorem asserts that a fully extended TQFT—that is, a TQFT extended
down to points—is determined by its value on a point. Furthermore, it characterizes the possible
values on a point. This theorem provides one possible construction of many of the theories in this
paper.3
The anomaly theory A which appears in Chern-Simons theory has a classical description as a
4-dimensional field theory. In §5.2 we sketch two such classical theories, each based on a 2-groupoid
2The application in [F2] is to derive the quantum group which appears in 3-dimensional Chern-Simons theory
from the classical Chern-Simons action.
3A corollary of the cobordism hypothesis characterizes theories on oriented and spin manifolds: for these the value
on a point is endowed with certain equivariance data. For the 3- and 4-dimensional theories of most interest we do
not pursue this equivariance data here.
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of gerbes (rather than a 1-groupoid of connections, which is what appears in gauge theory). These
are free theories, so the path integral on a 4-manifold is Gaussian and can be carried out explicitly.
Presumably this is a classical description of the theories put forward by Crane and Yetter [CY],
though we do not attempt to make the connection. One of these classical theories is based on
a finite group, and for that we can apply the finite path integrals of §3 (in the generalized form
for 2-groupoids) to construct the quantum theory. In §6 we start at the other end of the theory,
that is, with points rather than 4-manifolds. We describe two braided tensor categories which may
be attached to a point in the anomaly theory A ; they are Morita equivalent, so both define A .
In §6.2 we introduce a finite (lattice) approximation of the continuous version of the anomaly theory,
and so obtain many more Morita equivalent braided tensor categories which define that theory
(Proposition 6.5). Finally, in §9.1 we spell out what the anomaly theory assigns to manifolds of
various dimensions from 0 to 4.
The Chern-Simons theory proper is described in §9.2; see Theorem 9.3. The tables in §9.3
are helpful in organizing the motley characters who play a part in our story. Our account here
emphasizes 0-manifolds as that is the new element.
We begin in §1 with a discussion of the 1-dimensional case to set down some basic notions. Here
the gauge group is an arbitrary compact Lie group G, and the path integral reduces to an integral
over G. The 2-dimensional case (§2) exhibits more features. In §4 we discuss the 3-dimensional
gauge theory with finite gauge group. On the one hand this is an application of the finite path
integral and on the other a warm-up for the treatment in later sections of torus groups. Section 7 is a
set of variations on ‘algebra’ of increasing (categorical) complexity. It provides some underpinnings
for our discussion of the anomaly theory A and Chern-Simons theory.
As befits a conference proceedings, our presentation here emphasizes the big picture and our
speculation is uninhibited; many details are not worked out.
The recent paper [BN] generalizes the 3-dimensional untwisted Chern-Simons theory for finite
groups in a different direction and gives applications to representation theory. Also, Bartels, Dou-
glas, and Henriques have recently announced a construction of Chern-Simons theory for 1-connected
compact Lie groups [D] which uses conformal nets and the cobordism hypothesis.
Raoul Bott was an inspiration to each of us, both personally and through his mathematics. We
offer this paper as a tribute.
1. The cohomology group H2pBG;Zq and one-dimensional theories
To begin, we recall the definition of a topological quantum field theory. Let pBordSOn ,>q be
the bordism category whose morphisms are oriented n-manifolds; it carries a symmetric monoidal
structure given by disjoint union. Let pVectC,bq denote the symmetric monoidal category of finite
dimensional complex vector spaces under tensor product.
Definition 1.1. An n-dimensional topological quantum field theory F on oriented manifolds is a
symmetric monoidal functor
F : pBordSOn ,>q ÝÑ pVectC,bq.
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Thus a field theory assigns to each closed oriented pn1q-manifold Y a complex vector space F pY q
and to each closed oriented n-manifold X a number F pXq P C. If X : Y0 Ñ Y1 is a compact
manifold with boundary4 Y0 > Y1, then F pXq : F pY0q Ñ F pY1q is a linear map. The functor F
maps the gluing operation of bordisms to the composition of linear maps. We refer the reader
to [A], [S], [L] for more details and exposition about this definition.
There are many possible variations on Definition 1.1. For the domain we may take a bordism
category of manifolds with other topological structures: oriented manifolds, spin manifolds, framed
manifolds, etc. There are also other choices for the codomain. This definition describes “two-tiered
theories”; we will see more tiers in §2. If, say, n  3, then we designate this a ‘2-3 theory’ to
emphasize the two tiers.
Let n  1. Then a theory F assigns a vector space F ppt
 
q to the positively oriented point.
We use the oriented interval with all possibilities for decomposing the boundary into incoming and
outgoing components to deduce that F ppt

q is the dual space of F ppt
 
q and the intervals give the
duality pairing. Finally, F pS1q  dimF pptq, and the entire theory is determined up to isomorphism
by this nonnegative integer.
We now describe 1-dimensional pure gauge theory with compact gauge group G and action given
by a class in H2pBG;Zq. Let T  C be the circle group.
Proposition 1.2. There is an canonical isomorphism HompG,Tq

ÝÑ H2pBG;Zq.
In purely topological terms the classifying space BG carries a universal principal G-bundle, and
the isomorphism assigns to an abelian character GÑ T the Chern class of the associated principal
T-bundle. A more rigid viewpoint: abelian characters are in 1:1 correspondence with isomor-
phism classes of principal T-bundle on the groupoid {{G. A proof that the latter are classified
by H2pBG;Zq may be found in several texts, e.g. [AS, Proposition 6.3], [Bry, Appendix].
Let λ : GÑ T be an abelian character. Then the classical 1-dimensional gauge theory associated
to λ assigns to each G-bundle with connection on the circle the complex number λpgq, where g is
the holonomy. This is what physicists term the ‘exponentiated action’ of the theory. Notice that
holonomy depends on an orientation on the circle, so this is a theory of oriented 0- and 1-manifolds.
To the unique connection on a point is attached the trivial complex line C; the automorphism
group G of the unique connection acts on C via λ. More precisely, this is correct if the point
is positively oriented; for the negatively oriented point the action is via λ1. Now the standard
quantization procedure constructs a theory F with F ppt
 
q the elements in C invariant under the
action of the automorphisms. (This is called the ‘Gauss law’ in physics.) The result is the zero
vector space if λ  1 is nontrivial and is C if λ  1 is trivial. Then F pS1q  0 in the first case and
F pS1q  1 in the second, as F pS1q  dimF ppt
 
q. These values may be understood as the result
of the path integral over the groupoid G{{G of connections on S1 with respect to Haar measure:
1
volG
»
G
λpgq dg 
#
0, λ  1;
1, λ  1.
Remark 1.3. There are cohomology theories h with the property that h2pBGq is isomorphic to the
set of Z{2Z-graded abelian characters pλ, ǫq, i.e., λ : G Ñ T is an abelian character and ǫ  0, 1.
4Here ‘Y0’ denotes the oppositely oriented manifold.
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For example, we can take cohomology theory h determined by a spectrum with two nontrivial
homotopy groups: Z in degree 0 and Z{2Z in degree 2 connected by the nontrivial k-invariant.
A less efficient alternative is the Anderson dual of the sphere [HS, Definition B.2]. In either case
spin structures are required to define pushforward, so the corresponding field theory is defined on
spin manifolds. It is then natural to let the values of the theory lie in Z{2Z-graded complex vector
spaces. If ǫ  0, the theory factors through oriented manifolds and reduces to the previous. If ǫ  1,
then the classical theory assigns the odd line C to the unique connection on a point. For λ  1
we obtain the trivial theory as above, but now if λ  1, then F pS1nq  1 and F pS
1
bq  1, where
the subscript indicates whether we consider the circle as endowed with the nonbounding (n) or
bounding (b) spin structure.
There are similar generalizations of the higher dimensional theories discussed below.
Remark 1.4. All of the classical theories alluded to in this paper are purely topological and are
most systematically defined by refining the class in hn 1pBGq to an object in the corresponding
differential theory and then transgressing; see [F1] for the case n  3. The quantum theories, which
are our focus, do not depend on the differential refinement.
2. The cohomology group H3pBGq and two-dimensional theories
§2.1. H3pBG;Zq for arbitrary G
Analogous to Proposition 1.2 we have the following.
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a compact Lie group. The cohomology group H3pBG;Zq can be iden-
tified with the set of isomorphism classes of central extensions T Ñ Gτ Ñ G.
In purely topological terms the class in H3pBG;Zq attached to a central extension T Ñ Gτ Ñ G is
the obstruction to lifting the universalG-bundle to aGτ -bundle.5 A central extension is equivalently
a smooth hermitian line bundle K  Kτ Ñ G together with isomorphisms
(2.2) θx,y : Kx bKy Ñ Kxy, x, y P G,
for each pair in G which satisfy an associativity constraint
(2.3) θxy,z pθx,y b idKzq  θx,yz pidKx b θy,zq, x, y, z P G,
for each triple in G. Recall the simplicial model
(2.4)
 G G2 G3 G4   
for BG, which is quite useful for computing cohomology [B]. Write Sp  G
p for the pth space
in (2.4). In these terms a central extension is given by a line bundle Kτ Ñ S1, a trivialization (2.2)
5One familiar case is T Ñ Spincn Ñ SOn in which case the obstruction is the third Stiefel-Whitney class W3.
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of the alternating tensor product of its pullback to S2, the latter constrained so that the alternating
product of its pullbacks to S3 is trivial (2.3). A proof of Proposition 2.1 may be found in [AS,
Proposition 6.3], [FHT, Part 1,§2.2.1], [Bry, Appendix].
Recall that the complex group algebra CrGs of G is the abelian group of complex functions on G
with multiplication given by convolution with respect to Haar measure, that is, pushforward under
multiplication m : G  G Ñ G. If dimG ¡ 0 then we take the continuous functions on G, which
form a topological ring using the sup norm. If dimG  0 (G is finite) then the center of CrGs is the
commutative algebra with natural basis the δ-functions on the conjugacy classes. Alternatively, it
is the subalgebra of central functions, a description which persists for all G.
Associated to a central extension T Ñ Gτ Ñ G is a twisted complex group algebra Cτ rGs, the
algebra of sections of Kτ Ñ G under convolution. Its center is again the commutative algebra of
central functions.
§2.2. Gauge theory with finite gauge group
In an n-dimensional gauge theory with finite gauge group G the path integral over a closed
n-manifold X reduces to a finite sum, and this sum defines the quantum invariant F pXq. The
starting point of [F2] is an expansion of this standard picture: the classical action can be extended
to manifolds of dimension   n and a higher categorical version of the path integral determines
the quantum invariants. For any manifold M of dimension ¤ n, the groupoid of G-bundles may
be identified with the fundamental groupoid of the mapping space MappM,BGq. One can obtain
a larger class of theories by replacing BG with a topological space which has a finite number of
nonzero homotopy groups, each of which is a finite group [Q]. At least heuristically, the path
integrals on manifolds of dimension ¤ n define an extended field theory down to points which is
manifestly local and functorial. We write these finite sums explicitly in this section. In §3 we
indicate one possible path which should put these ideas on a rigorous footing.
For the 2-dimensional finite gauge theory based on the central extension T Ñ Gτ Ñ G the
classical invariant attached to a G-bundle P Ñ X over a closed oriented 2-manifold is
IpX,P q  e2piiσX pP q,
where σ P H2pBG;Q{Zq  H3pBG;Zq is the characteristic class corresponding to the central
extension (see Proposition 2.1) and σXpP q P Q{Z is the characteristic number of the bundle.
Physicists call IpX,P q the ‘exponentiated action’ of the field P on X. The quantum invariant of X
is then
(2.5) F pXq 
¸
P
1
#AutP
IpX,P q,
where the sum is over a set of representative G-bundles on X, one in each equivalence class. For
the trivial central extension IpX,P q  1 for all P and (2.5) counts the number of representations
of π1X into the finite group G. (There is an overall factor of 1{#G.) In that case we can extend
to a theory of unoriented manifolds.
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Now consider this 2-dimensional theory over the circle S1. Recall from the introduction that the
groupoid of G-bundles over S1 is equivalent to G{{G, where G acts on itself by conjugation. The
value of the classical theory I is given by the central extension Gτ Ñ G, viewed as an equivariant
principal G-bundle. In other words, the value IpS1, P q of this theory at a bundle with holonomy
x P G is the circle torsor Gτx (together with the action of the centralizer of x, the automorphisms
of P , by conjugation in the central extension.) In the quantum theory we make a sum of the
corresponding hermitian lines KP analogous to (2.5) and so compute that F pS
1
q is the vector
space of central sections of Kτ Ñ G:
(2.6) F pS1q 
à
P
1
#AutP
pKP q
AutP
In this expression the metric on the hermitian line Kx is scaled by the prefactor.
The quantum “path integrals” (2.5) and (2.6) may be expressed in categorical language. Let
BordSO2 pGq denote the bordism category whose objects are closed oriented 1-manifolds equipped
with a principal G-bundle and whose morphisms are compact oriented 2-manifolds equipped with a
principal G-bundle. Then the classical topological theory I is a 2-dimensional topological quantum
field theory in the sense of Definition 1.1 with a special feature: its values are invertible. Thus
the numbers attached to closed oriented surfaces with G-bundle are nonzero and the vector spaces
attached to G-bundles over the circle are lines (which are invertible in the collection of vector spaces
under tensor product). Now there is an obvious forgetful functor π : BordSO2 pGq Ñ Bord
SO
2 which
omits the G-bundle. Then the quantum field theory F , obtained by summing over G-bundles, can
be viewed as a kind of pushforward of I along π. The relevant pushforward procedure has an analog
in classical topology. Let π : E Ñ S be a proper fiber bundle of topological manifolds whose fibers
carry a suitable n-dimensional orientation. Then there is a map π

: hpEq Ñ hnpSq variously
termed the ‘pushforward’ or ‘direct image’ or ‘wrong-way map’ or ‘umkehr map’ or ‘Gysin map’ or
‘transfer’. The analogy with our situation is tighter if we think of this pushforward on the level of
cochains, or geometric representatives, rather than cohomology classes.
Formulas (2.5) and (2.6), together with a similar formula for compact surfaces with boundary,
can be used to define the functor F . This constructs a 1-2 theory. We would like, however, to
continue down to points, i.e., to a 0-1-2 theory. To express the higher gluing laws encoded in
an n-dimensional TQFT which extends down to points we use the language of higher category
theory; see [L] for an introduction and for much more exposition about the n-categories we now
introduce. Let BordSOn denote the n-category
6 whose objects are finite unions of oriented points,
1-morphisms are oriented bordisms of objects, 2-morphisms are oriented bordisms of 1-morphisms,
and so forth.7 Note BordSOn carries a symmetric monoidal structure given by disjoint union. Let
C be any symmetric monoidal n-category.
Definition 2.7. An extended n-dimensional TQFT with values in C is a symmetric monoidal
functor F : BordSOn Ñ C.
6
Bord
SO
n should be regarded as an p8, nq-category. This means roughly that we consider families of manifolds
parametrized by a topological space rather than simply single manifolds.
7An p8, nq-category has r-morphisms for all r; they are invertible for r ¡ n. The r-morphisms in BordSOn for
r ¡ n are given by pr  1q-parameter families of diffeomorphisms of manifolds which preserve all boundaries (and
corners).
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The 0-1-2 finite gauge theory can be constructed by hand.
§2.3. 0-1-2 theories for general G
Let F be a fully extended topological field theory of dimension n. We can regard F as a
prescription for assigning invariants to manifolds with corners of all dimensions ¤ n, together with
set of rules for how these invariants behave when we glue manifolds together. Since every smooth
manifold M can be assembled by gluing together very simple pieces (for example, by choosing a
triangulation of M), we might imagine that the value of F on arbitrary manifolds is determined
by its values on a very small class of manifolds. In order to formulate this idea more precisely, we
need to introduce a bit of terminology.
Definition 2.8. Let M be a manifold of dimension m ¤ n. An n-framing of M is a trivialization
of the vector bundle TM `R
nm, where Rnm denotes the trivial bundle (on M) of rank nm. We
let Bordfrn denote the bordism n-category whose k-morphisms are given by n-framed k-manifolds
for k ¤ n.
Theorem 2.9 (Baez-Dolan Cobordism Hypothesis). Let C be a symmetric monoidal n-category.
Then the construction
F ÞÑ F pq
induces an injection from the collection of isomorphism classes of symmetric monoidal functors
F : Bordfrn Ñ C to the collection of isomorphism classes of objects of C.
A version of Theorem 2.9 was originally conjectured by Baez and Dolan in [BD]. We refer the
reader to [L] for a more extensive discussion and a sketch of the proof.
Let C be a symmetric monoidal n-category. We will say that an object C P C is fully dualizable
if there exists an extended TQFT F : Bordfrn Ñ C and an isomorphism C  F pq. Theorem 2.9
asserts that if C is a fully dualizable object of C, then the field theory F is uniquely determined
by C.
Remark 2.10. It is possible to state a more precise version of Theorem 2.9 by describing the class of
fully dualizable objects C P C without mentioning the n-category Bordfrn . If n  1, this condition is
easy to state: the object C should admit a dual C_, so that there exist evaluation and coevaluation
maps
C b C_
e
Ñ 1 1
c
Ñ C_ b C
(here 1 denotes the unit object of C) which are compatible in the sense that the compositions
C Ñ C b C_ b C Ñ C
C_ Ñ C_ b C bC_ Ñ C_
both coincide with the identity. For n ¡ 1, we need to assume that analogous finiteness assumptions
are satisfied not only by the object C, but by the 1-morphisms e and c. We refer the reader to [L]
for a more complete discussion.
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Theorem 2.9 has a curious consequence: since the orthogonal group Opnq acts on the n-category
Bordfrn (by change of framing), we get an induced action of Opnq on the collection of fully dualizable
objects of any symmetric monoidal n-category C (more precisely, the orthogonal group Opnq can be
made to act on the classifying space for the underlying n-groupoid of the fully dualizable objects in
C). When n  1, this action is simply given by the involution that takes a dualizable object C P C
to its dual C_.
We can use the action of the orthogonal group to formulate an analog of Theorem 2.9 for more
general types of manifolds:
Theorem 2.11. Let C be a symmetric monoidal n-category. The construction F ÞÑ F pq establishes
a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of symmetric monoidal functors BordSOn Ñ C
with the set of isomorphism classes of (homotopy) fixed points for the action of the group SOpnq
on the fully dualizable objects of C.
Remark 2.12. Theorem 2.11 has an obvious analog for other types of manifolds: unoriented mani-
folds, spin manifolds, and so forth.
Example 2.13. Let n  2, and let C denote the 2-category Alg of (complex) algebras, bimodules,
and intertwiners. Every object of C admits a dual: the dual of an algebra A is the opposite algebra
Aop, where both the evaluation and coevaluation maps are given by A (regarded as a pC, AbAopq-
bimodule. An algebra A is fully dualizable if and only if A is dualizable both as a C-module and as
an Ab Aop-module. The first condition amounts to the requirement that A be finite dimensional
over C, while the second condition requires that the algebra A be semisimple.
The circle group SOp2q acts on the classifying space of the 2-groupoid of fully dualizable objects
of Alg. In more concrete terms, this means that every fully dualizable object A P Alg determines
a functor from the fundamental 2-groupoid of SOp2q into Alg which carries the identity element
of SOp2q to A. Applying this to a generator of the fundamental group π1 SOp2q, we get an auto-
morphism of A in Alg: this automorphism is given by the vector space dual A_, regarded as an
pA,Aq-bimodule. To realize A as a fixed point for the action of SOp2q, we need to choose an iden-
tification of A with A_ as pA,Aq-bimodules. In other words, we need to choose a nondegenerate
bilinear form b : AbAÑ C which satisfies the relations
bpxa, a1q  bpa, a1xq bpax, a1q  bpa, xa1q.
If we set trpaq  bp1, aq, then the first condition shows that bpa, a1q  trpa1aq, while the second
condition shows that bpa, a1q  trpaa1q. It follows that tr is a trace on the algebra A: that is, it
vanishes on all commutators ra, a1s  aa1a1a. Conversely, given any linear map tr : AÑ C which
vanishes on all commutators, the formula bpa, a1q  trpaa1q defines a bilinear form b giving a map
of pA,Aq-bimodules A Ñ A_. We say that tr is nondegenerate if this map is an isomorphism. A
pair pA, trq where A is a finite dimensional algebra over C and tr is a nondegenerate trace on A is
called a Frobenius algebra.
We can summarize the above discussion as follows: giving a fully dualizable object of Alg
which is fixed under the action of the group SOp2q is equivalent to giving a semisimple Frobenius
algebra pA, trq. Theorem 2.11 implies that every such pair pA, trq determines an extended TQFT
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F : BordSO2 Ñ Alg such that F pq  A. The value of F on the circle S
1 can be identified with the
pC,Cq-vector space given by the tensor product AbAbAop A: in other words, the quotient of A by
the subspace rA,As generated by all commutators. Using the self-duality of F pS1q provided by the
field theory F and the self-duality of A provided by the bilinear form b, we can also identify F pS1q
with the orthogonal rA,AsK of rA,As with respect to b: that is, with the center of the algebra A.
In particular, if G is a finite group and η P H3pG;Zq is a cohomology class, then the twisted group
algebra Cτ rGs admits a canonical trace (obtained by taking the coefficient of the unit in G and
dividing by the order of G). Applying Theorem 2.11 in this case, we obtain another construction
of the topological field theory described in §2.2.
3. Finite path integrals
We sketch an idea to construct extended field theories via finite sums.
Remark 3.1. Integration over a finite field, such as a gauge field with finite gauge group, some-
times occurs in a quantum field theory with other fields. These cases also fit into this framework.
Examples include orbifolds and orientifolds in string theory.
As in [L, §3.2] let Famn denote the n-category whose objects are finite groupoids X. (A
groupoid X is finite if there is a finite number of inequivalent objects and each object has a fi-
nite automorphism group.) A 1-morphism C : X Ñ Y between finite groupoids is a correspondence
(3.2) C
p1 p2
X Y
of finite groupoids. A 2-morphism in Famn is a correspondence of 1-morphisms, and so forth until
the level n; we regard two n-morphisms in Famn as identical if they are equivalent. Composition is
homotopy fiber product. Cartesian product of groupoids endows Famn with a symmetric monoidal
structure. There is a symmetric monoidal functor
(3.3) BunG : Bord
SO
n ÝÑ Famn
which attaches to each manifold M the finite groupoid of G-bundles on M . This is the space of
classical fields on M . (The functor (3.3) replaces the category BordSOn pGq which appears in our
previous formulation in the paragraph following (2.6).) Let C be a symmetric monoidal n-category
and FamnpCq the symmetric monoidal n-category of correspondences equipped with local systems
valued in C: for example, an object of FamnpCq is a finite groupoid X and a functor X Ñ C,
and morphisms are also equipped with functors to C (as before, C denotes the codomain of our
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field theories). Then the classical theory is encoded by a functor I which fits into a commutative
diagram
BordSOn
I
BunG
FamnpCq
Famn
where the right arrow is the obvious forgetful functor.
Remark 3.4. For a classical theory the values of I lie in the invertible objects and morphisms of C.
The finite sum construction does not depend on the invertibility, so will apply in the situations
envisioned in Remark 3.1.
Example 3.5. We recast the discussion in §2.1 in these terms. As a preliminary suppose B, C are
2-categories. We describe the data of a functor I : B Ñ C. Each 2-category consists of objects
(ob), 1-morphisms (1-mor), and 2-morphisms (2-mor) and the data which defines I includes a map
between these corresponding collections in B and C. For strict 2-categories these maps are required
to respect the composition strictly. But for more general 2-categories there are two additional
pieces of data. First, there is a map u : obpBq Ñ 2-morpCq which for each object X P obpBq gives
a 2-morphism upXq : idIpXq Ñ IpidXq. Second, there is a map a : 1-morpBq obpBq 1-morpBq Ñ
2-morpCq which expresses the failure of I on 1-morphisms to be a strict homomorphism, namely
apx, yq : IpyqIpxq Ñ Ipy xq for every pair 
x
ÝÑ 
y
ÝÑ  of composable 1-morphisms in B. These data
are required to obey a variety of axioms. For example, if 
x
ÝÑ 
y
ÝÑ 
z
ÝÑ  is a triple of composable
morphisms, then
(3.6) apy  x, zq  tapx, yq  id
Ipzq
u  apx, z  yq  tid
Ipxq
 apy, zqu.
As in Example 2.13, let C  Alg be the 2-category whose objects are complex algebras A. A
morphism AÑ A1 is an pA1, Aq-bimodule and a 2-morphism is a homomorphism of bimodules. The
symmetric monoidal structure is given by tensor product over C. Note that the unit object in C is
the algebra C and a pC,Cq-bimodule is simply a vector space. Thus the category of 1-morphisms
C Ñ C is the category VectC of complex vector spaces. Now for the finite 2-dimensional gauge
theory based on the central extension T Ñ Gτ Ñ G, the functor BunG assigns to the point pt
 
the
groupoid {{G. The lift I includes the functor
(3.7) χ :  {{GÑ Alg
which assigns the (invertible) algebra C to the unique object , the complex line Kx to the 1-
morphism x P G, and the identity map to the identity 2-morphisms in {{G. (There are only
identity 2-morphisms in {{G.) The map u in the previous paragraph is then the identity. The
map a in the previous paragraph assigns to each pair x, y of group elements the isomorphism (2.2),
viewed as a 2-morphism in C. The associativity constraint (3.6) is (2.3).
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The quantization via a finite sum will be implemented by a symmetric monoidal functor of
n-categories (see §8)
(3.8) Sumn : FamnpCq ÝÑ C
Given (3.8) we simply define the quantum theory as the composition
(3.9) F : BordSOn
I
ÝÝÝÝÑ FamnpCq
Sumn
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ C
The functor Sumn depicted in (3.8) is given by a purely categorical procedure: if X is a finite
groupoid—an object in Famn—and χ : X Ñ C is a C-valued local system on X, then SumnpX,χq
is given by the colimit lim
Ý
xPX
χpxq. To guarantee that this formula describes a well-defined functor
from FamnpCq to C, we need to make certain assumptions on C: namely, that it is additive in
a strong sense which guarantees that the colimit lim
ÝÑ
xPX
χpxq exists and coincides with the limit
lim
Ý
xPX
χpxq.
Remark 3.10. This discussion goes through if we replace Famn by the n-category whose objects
are finite n-groupoids (see §8). We will use the generalization to n  2 in §5.2.
Example 3.11. To illustrate the idea consider the 1-dimensional gauge theory of §1 for a fi-
nite gauge group G. Recall it is specified by an abelian character λ : G Ñ T. In this case let
C be the symmetric monoidal category VectC with tensor product. Then the “classical” functor
I : BordSO1 Ñ Fam1pVectCq sends the point pt  to the functor {{G Ñ VectC which sends 
to C and is the homomorphism λ on morphisms. The path integral (3.8) is defined as fol-
lows. If X P Fam1pVectCq is a finite groupoid equipped with a functor χ : X Ñ VectC then
Sum1pX,χq P VectC is the limit
(3.12) Sum1pX,χq  lim
Ý
xPX
χpxq
If the finite groupoid X  X0 X1 is finitely presented (X0 and X1 are finite sets), then χ de-
termines an equivariant vector bundle over X0 and the limit (3.12) is the vector space of invariant
sections. On the other hand, a morphism in Fam1pVectCq is given by a correspondence (3.2) of
finite groupoids; functors χ : X Ñ VectC and δ : Y Ñ VectC; and for each c P C a linear map
ϕpcq : χ
 
p1pcq

Ñ δ
 
p2pcq

. We define a map
Sum1pC,ϕq : Sum1pX,χq ÝÑ Sum1pY, δq
Assume X,Y,C are finitely presented. Given x P X let Cx be the sub-groupoid of C consisting of
c P C such that p1pcq  x. Then
(3.13) Sum1pC,ϕq 
¸
rcsPpi0Cx
ϕpcq
#Autpcq
where the sum is over equivalence classes of objects in Cx. (Compare (2.5).) The reader can
check that (3.12) and (3.13) reproduce the results in the paragraph preceding Remark 1.3 in the
1-dimensional finite gauge theory.
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Example 3.14. We continue Example 3.5 and content ourselves with the computation of F ppt
 
q
as a limit in the 2-category C  Alg:
F ppt
 
q  lim
Ý
{{G
χ,
where χ is the functor (3.7). Unraveling the definitions, this limit is given by an algebra A with
the following universal property: for any algebra B, category of pA,Bq-bimodules is equivalent to
the category of right B-modules M equipped with a compatible family of B-module isomorphisms
tKx bM MuxPG. This limit can be represented by the twisted group algebra
A  Cτ rGs 
à
xPG
Kx.
We leave as an exercise to the reader the computation of F pS1q as a (1-categorical) limit over
the groupoid G{{G of G-bundles on S1. The argument is similar to Example 3.11.
4. Three-dimensional theories with finite gauge group
§4.1. H4pBG;Zq for finite G
Let G be a finite group.
Definition 4.1. A 2-cocycle on G with values in hermitian lines is a pair pKτ , θτ q consisting of a
hermitian line bundle Kτ Ñ GG, for each triple x, y, z P G an isometry
(4.2) θx,y,z : Ky,z bK
1
xy,z bKx,yz bK
1
x,y ÝÑ C
and a cocycle condition
(4.3) θy,z,w θ
1
xy,z,w θx,yz,w θ
1
x,y,zw θx,y,z  1, x, y, z, w P G.
for each quadruple of elements of G.
Proposition 4.4. For G finite the cohomology group H4pBG;Zq is the set of isomorphism classes
of 2-cocycles pKτ , θτ q on G with values in hermitian lines.
Proof. Since H4pBG;Rq  0, the Bockstein homomorphism H3pBG;Tq Ñ H4pBG;Zq from the
exponential sequence of coefficients is an isomorphism.8 Given pKτ , θτ q choose kx,y P Kx,y of unit
norm. Then
ωx,y,z  θx,y,zpky,z k
1
xy,z kx,yz k
1
x,yq
8Here the circle T has either the discrete topology or the continuous topology.
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is a 3-cocycle with values in T. A routine check shows that the resulting element of H3pBG;Tq
is independent of tkx,yu and of the representative pK
τ , θτ q in an equivalence class. Also, the
resulting map from equivalence classes of 2-cocycles to H3pBG;Tq is an injective homomorphism.
Surjectivity is also immediate: if ωx,y,z is a cocycle, set Kx,y  C and θx,y,z  ωx,y,z. 
Suppose pKτ , θτ q is given. Define the line bundle LÑ GG by
(4.5) Lx,y  K

yxy1,y bKy,x .
The cocycle isomorphism (4.2) leads to an isomorphism
Lyxy1,y1 b Lx,y ÝÑ Lx,y1y
which is summarized by the statement that L is a line bundle over the groupoid G{{G formed by
the G action on itself by conjugation. In §4.2 the line bundle K enters into the quantization of a
point and the line bundle L enters into the quantization of the circle.
§4.2. Three-dimensional finite gauge theory
Let G be finite and fix a 2-cocycle pKτ , θτ q with values in hermitian lines. Let Vectτ rGs be the
category whose objects are complex vector bundles over G and morphisms are linear vector bundle
maps. Define a monoidal structure on Vectτ rGs by twisted convolution: if W,W 1 Ñ G are vector
bundles set
pW W 1qy 
à
xx1y
Kx,x1 bWx bW
1
x1 .
Then Vectτ rGs is a linear tensor category.
Remark 4.6. One way to regard this category is as the “crossed product” T 
 Vect, with the
tensor category Vect replacing the customary algebra with T -action. (Actions of T on Vect, as
a tensor category, assign to each t P T an invertible pVect,Vectq-bimodule, which must of course
be isomorphic to Vect. The associator for the action is a 2-cocycle on T with values in Pic, the
group of units in Vect; and associators for equivalent actions differ by a co-boundary. Our action
is classified by τ , as per the discussion in §4.1.)
There is a TQFT F τ such that F τ pptq  Vectτ rGs and it can be constructed in several ways.
First, and most directly, we can construct it as a 0-1-2-3 theory directly using the finite sum
path integral in §3. Secondly, following Reshetikhin and Turaev [T], as a 1-2-3 theory it may be
constructed by specifying the modular tensor category which is attached to a circle; it appears in
Proposition 4.9 below. A third approach is to realize Vectτ rGs as a fully dualizable object of a sym-
metric monoidal 3-category C. The Baez-Dolan cobordism hypothesis then implies that Vectτ rGs
determines a 0-1-2-3 theory which is defined on framed 3-manifolds. To remove the dependence
on a choice of framing, we should go further and exhibit Vectτ rGs as an SOp3q-equivariant fully
dualizable object. For present purposes, we will be content to sketch a definition of the relevant
3-category C and to give some hints at what the relevant finiteness conditions correspond to.
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Definition 4.7. The 3-category C can be described informally as follows:
paq The objects of C are tensor categories over C: in other words, C-linear categories equipped
with a tensor product operation which is associative up to coherent isomorphism.
pbq Given a pair of tensor categories A and A 1, a 1-morphism from A to A 1 in C is an A -A 1
bimodule category: that is, a C-linear category D equipped with a left action A D Ñ D and
a right action DA 1 Ñ D which commute with one another, up to coherent isomorphism.
pcq Given a pair of tensor categories A and A 1 and a pair of bimodule categories D and D1, a
2-morphism from D to D1 in C is a functor between bimodule categories: that is, a functor
F : D Ñ D1 which commutes with the actions of A and A 1 up to coherent isomorphism.
pdq Given a pair of tensor categories A and A 1, a pair of bimodule categories D and D1, and
a pair of bimodule category functors F,F 1 : D Ñ D1, a 3-morphism from F to F 1 in C is a
natural transformation α : F Ñ F 1 which is compatible with the coherence isomorphisms of
pcq.
The category Vectτ rGs is a fully dualizable object of C. Roughly speaking, the verification of this
takes place in three (successively more difficult) steps. First, we verify that Vectτ rGs is dualizable:
in other words, that it is a fully dualizable object of the underlying 1-category of C (and therefore
gives rise to a 1-dimensional field theory). This is completely formal: every tensor category A is
a dualizable object of C, the dual being the same category with the opposite tensor product. The
next step is to verify that Vectτ rGs is a fully dualizable object of the underlying 2-category of C
(and therefore gives rise to a 2-dimensional field theory, which assigns vector spaces to surfaces).
This is a consequence of the fact that Vectτ rGs is a rigid tensor category: that is, every object of
X P Vectτ rGs has a dual (given by taking the dual vector bundle X_ of X and pulling back under
the inversion map g ÞÑ g1 from G to itself). Finally, to get a 3-dimensional field theory, we need
to check that Vectτ rGs satisfies some additional 3-categorical finiteness conditions which we will
not spell out here. (However, we should remark that these 3-categorical finiteness conditions are
in some sense the most concrete, and often amount to the finite dimensionality of various vector
spaces associated to Vectτ rGs: for example, the vector spaces of morphisms between objects of
Vectτ rGs.) The paper [BW] is presumably relevant to the full dualizability of Vectτ rGs.
Definition 4.8. Let A be a monoidal category with product . Its (Drinfeld) center ZpA q is the
category whose objects are pairs pX, ǫXq consisting of an object X in A and a natural isomorphism
ǫXpq : X  Ñ X. The isomorphism ǫX is compatible with the monoidal structure in that for
all objects Y,Z in A we require
ǫXpY  Zq 
 
idY ǫXpZq


 
ǫXpY q  idZ

.
The center ZpA q of any monoidal category A is a braided monoidal category. Mu¨ger [M]
proves that if A is a linear tensor category over an algebraically closed field which satisfies certain
conditions, then ZpA q is a modular tensor category. That applies to part (ii) of the following
result.
Proposition 4.9. (i) The value F τ pS1q of the field theory F τ on the circle is the center of the
monoidal category Vectτ rGs.
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(ii) The center of Vectτ rGs consists of twisted equivariant vector bundles W Ñ G, that is, vector
bundles with a twisted lift
(4.10) Lx,y bWx ÝÑWyxy1
of the G-action on G by conjugation, where LÑ GG is defined in (4.5).
This center is the well-known modular tensor category attached to a circle in the twisted finite
group Chern-Simons theory [F2].
Proof. We compute F τ pS1q by decomposing the circle into two intervals IL and IR. We regard IL
as a morphism in the oriented bordism category from the empty set to the disjoint union of two
oppositely oriented points; IR is a bordism in the other direction. Then S
1 is the composition
IR  IL. Let A  Vect
τ
rGs, which is the object in C—a tensor category—attached to a positively
oriented point. Then the tensor category Aop with the opposite monoidal structure is attached to
the negatively oriented point. Now F τ pILq is A viewed as a left module for AbA
op and F τ pIRq is
A viewed as a right module for AbAop. Thus
F τ pS1q  F τ pIR  ILq  AbAbAop A
(This is by definition the Hochschild homology of A.) But now we use additional structure
on Vectτ rGs which gives an isomorphism of A with its linear dual A_  HompA,Vectq. Namely,
there is a trace θ : A Ñ Vect which maps a vector bundle over G to the fiber over the identity
element, and the corresponding bilinear form
AbA ÝÑ Vect
W bW 1 ÞÝÑ θpW W 1q
induces the desired identification. Therefore,
F τ pS1q  AbAbAop A
_
 HomAbAoppA,Aq
which we may identify with the center of A (the Hochschild cohomology).
For (ii) suppose W Ñ G is in the center. Let W 1 Ñ G be the vector bundle which is the trivial
line Cy at some y P G and zero elsewhere. Then the braiding gives, for every x P G, an isomorphism
Ky,x b Cy bWx ÝÑ Kyxy1,y bWyxy1 b Cy
which, by (4.5), is the desired isomorphism (4.10). 
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5. 2-cocycles on tori
§5.1. H4pBG;Zq for torus groups
Let G  T be a compact connected abelian Lie group, i.e., a torus. Associated to it are the dual
lattices (finitely generated free abelian groups)
Π  HompT, T q  H1pT ;Zq  H2pBT ;Zq
Λ  HompT,Tq  H1pT ;Zq  H2pBT ;Zq
Let t be the Lie algebra of T . Then Π  t by differentiation of a homomorphism, and dually Λ  t,
also by differentiation. The cohomology ring of BT is the symmetric ring on H2pBT ;Zq  Λ, so
in particular
(5.1) H4pBT ;Zq  Sym2 Λ
We identify Sym2Λ with the group of homogeneous quadratic functions q : Π Ñ Z. For there is a
natural quotient map Λb2 Ñ Sym2 Λ with kernel the alternating tensors, and the value qpπq of the
lift of an element of Sym2Λ on π b π is independent of the lift. Then the symmetric bi-additive
homomorphism (form)
(5.2) xπ1, π2y  qpπ1   π2q  qpπ1q  qpπ2q, π1, π2 P Π,
is even (xπ, πy P 2Z) and qpπq  1
2
xπ, πy. Therefore, the group Sym2 Λ in (5.1) is also isomorphic
to the group of even forms ΠΠÑ Z.
Definition 5.3. A class in H4pBT ;Zq is nondegenerate if the corresponding form x,y is non-
degenerate over Q.
The form induces a homomorphism τ : ΠÑ Λ; it is nondegenerate over Q if the map τQ : ΠbQ Ñ
ΛbQ on rational vector spaces is an isomorphism, or equivalently if τ is injective.
Remark 5.4. The group pSym2Πq of all symmetric bi-additive homomorphisms Π  Π Ñ Z fits
into the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ Sym2Λ ÝÑ pSym2Πq ÝÑ HompΠ,Z{2Zq ÝÑ 0
where the quotient map takes a form x,y to π ÞÑ xπ, πy pmod 2q. The quotient is the cohomology
group H2pBT ;Z{2Zq, the kernel is the cohomology group H4pBT ;Zq, and we can identify the
middle term with the cohomology group h4pBT q, where h is the first cohomology theory mentioned
in Remark 1.3.
Fix a nondegenerate class in H4pBT ;Zq with corresponding form x,y and homomorphism
τ : Π Ñ Λ. Applying bR we extend the form to t  t and obtain a linear map τR : t Ñ t
. The
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nondegeneracy implies that τR is invertible. Let L Ñ t  t be the trivial line bundle and lift the
action of ΠΠ on t t to L by setting
(5.5) pπ, π1q : Lξ,ξ1 ÝÑ Lξ pi,ξ1 pi1 , π, π
1
P Π, ξ, ξ1 P t,
to act as multiplication by
(5.6) e

xπ, ξ1y  xξ, π1y   xπ, π1y
2
	
,
where epaq  e2piia for a real number a. Also, define the correspondence
(5.7) C
p1 p2
T Λ{τpΠq
s
by C  pt` Λq{Π where the action by π P Π on pξ, λq P t Λ is
(5.8) π  pξ, λq 
 
ξ   π, λ  τpπq

.
Proposition 5.9. (i) The expression (5.6) does lift the action of ΠΠ, whence there is a quotient
hermitian line bundle LÑ T  T . There are natural isomorphisms
(5.10) Lx,y1 b Lx,y ÝÑ Lx,y1y, x, y, y
1
P T,
which lift to the identity map on t3 and which satisfy an associativity condition. Hence for
each x P T the bundle Lx, Ñ T determines a central extension T Ñ Tˆx Ñ T .
(ii) The fiber of p1 over x P T may be identified with the Λ-torsor of splittings of T Ñ Tˆx Ñ T .
The splitting χ
pξ,λq
corresponding to pξ, λq P t Λ is determined by
(5.11) χ
pξ,λq
pξ1q  e


τ1R pλq 
ξ
2
, ξ1
D
	
P Lξ,ξ1, ξ
1
P t.
(iii) C is a group and p2 is split by the homomorphism s : Λ{τpΠq Ñ C defined by
(5.12) spλq 
 
τ1R pλq, λ

P t` Λ, λ P Λ.
The proof is a series of straightforward verifications from (5.6), (5.8), (5.11), and (5.12).
Notation 5.13. Let Fˆ  C denote the image of s and F  T the image p1pFˆ q.
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Both F and Fˆ are finite groups isomorphic to Λ{τpΠq. The abelian groups F and Λ{τpΠq are in
Pontrjagin duality by pairing characters in Λ with elements of F  T . The map p2 has as fibers
affine spaces for t. The subgroup Fˆ contains a unique element in each affine space. Also, for
each x P F the lift xˆ P Fˆ  C defines a distinguished projective character of Tˆx. Observe that
t  C as the fiber of p2 over 0, and C is isomorphic to the direct sum t` Fˆ .
A class in H4pBT q may also be represented by a 2-cocycle9, as in Proposition 4.4, and it has an
explicit construction analogous to that of L in (5.5). It depends on a choice of a (nonsymmetric)
bilinear form B : ΠΠÑ Z which whose symmetrization is the form (5.2):
Bpπ1, π2q  Bpπ2, π1q  xπ1, π2y, π1, π2 P Π.
Namely, let K Ñ t t be the trivial line bundle and lift the action of ΠΠ on t t to K by setting
(5.14) pπ, π1q : Kξ,ξ1 ÝÑ Kξ pi,ξ1 pi1 , π, π
1
P Π, ξ, ξ1 P t,
to act as multiplication by
(5.15) e
Bpπ, ξ1q Bpξ, π1q  Bpπ, π1q
2
	
,
Proposition 5.16. (i) The expression (5.15) does lift the action of Π  Π, whence there is a
quotient hermitian line bundle K Ñ T T . There are natural isomorphisms θx,y,z as in (4.2)
which lift to the identity map on t3 and which satisfy the cocycle condition (4.3).
(ii) There is an isomorphism
Lx,y

ÝÑ K1x,y bKy,x
such that (5.10) is θx,y1,yθy1,y,xθ
1
y1,x,y.
The proof is a series of straightforward verifications.
§5.2. Classical descriptions
We continue with the notation of §5.1. Recall that the level is a class in H4pBT ;Zq and is
represented by a homogeneous quadratic map q : ΠÑ Z. It determines a homomorphism τ : ΠÑ Λ.
The finite subgroup F  T , defined in Notation 5.13, may be identified as
F  τ1Q pΛq{Π  pΠbQq{Π.
Then q induces a homogeneous quadratic map q
Q{Z
: F Ñ Q{Z. We give a topological interpretation.
For an abelian group A and nonnegative integer n, let KpA,nq be the corresponding Eilenberg-
MacLane space.
9 A 2-cocycle on T with values in hermitian lines is defined as in Definition 4.1 with the additional requirement
that the line bundle K Ñ T  T and isometry (4.2) be smooth.
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Lemma 5.17 ([EL, Theorem 26.1]). Let A,B be discrete abelian groups. Then the set of homo-
geneous quadratic forms q : A Ñ B is isomorphic to the homotopy classes of maps q˜ : KpA, 2q Ñ
KpB, 4q.
Applying the lemma we may represent q
Q{Z
by a continuous map
(5.18) q˜
Q{Z
: KpF, 2q ÝÑ KpQ{Z, 4q.
Now for any manifold X let FF pXq denote the 2-groupoid of “F -gerbes” on X. Recall that an
F -gerbe10 is a geometric representative of a class in H2pX;F q. One possible topological model is
that an F -gerbe on X is a map X Ñ KpF, 2q. In this model FF pXq is the fundamental 2-groupoid
of the mapping space Map
 
X,KpF, 2q

. There are three nonzero homotopy groups:
π0FF pXq  H
2
pX;F q, π1FF pXq  H
1
pX;F q, π2FF pXq  H
0
pX;F q.
Composition with (5.18) gives the lagrangian of the field theory. Suppose X is a closed oriented 4-
manifold. Then the action is defined by integrating the lagrangian, which in this case means pairing
with the fundamental class given by the orientation. The result only depends on the equivalence
class of the gerbe and gives a homogeneous quadratic map
qX : H
2
pX;F q ÝÑ Q{Z,
which is defined using the cup square and the quadratic form q. The quantum invariant is then a
finite path integral (§3) over the stack of F -gerbes:
(5.19) AF pXq 
¸
G
#H0pX;F q
#H1pX;F q
e2piiqX pGq,
where the sum is over a set of representative F-gerbes on X. (Compare (2.5).) This Gauss sum
may be evaluated explicitly [HM]:
AF pXq 
#H0pX;F q
#H1pX;F q
a
#H2pX;F q exp

2πipsign bqpsignXq{8

 p
a
#F qEulerX µpsign bqpsignXq,
(5.20)
where signX is the signature and EulerX the Euler characteristic of the 4-manifold X; sign b is
the signature of the bilinear form b  x,y in (5.2) associated to q (after tensoring with Q); and
µ  expp2πi{8q is a primitive 8th root of unity.
We claim that the finite path integral procedure of §3, applied to the F -gerbes and the quadratic
form q, defines an invertible 4-dimensional TQFT AF . For this we need to first specify a target
10Physicists are familiar with gerbes as fields in a field theory in string theories, where they are known as “B-fields”.
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symmetric monoidal 4-category C. The relevant category can be described informally as a “de-
looping” of the 3-category of Definition 4.7. Roughly speaking, the objects of C are braided tensor
categories A (which we can think of as associative algebras in the setting of tensor categories).
A 1-morphism from A to A 1 is an A -A 1 bimodule in the setting of tensor categories: that is, a
tensor category D equipped with commuting central actions of the braided monoidal categories A
and A 1. The 2-morphisms in C are given by linear categories, the 3-morphisms by functors, and
the 4-morphisms by natural transformations. (See §7.2 for further discussion.)
Here we give a second classical description of the anomaly theory which leads to a finite dimen-
sional but not finite path integral, and we use some heuristics in its evaluation on a 4-manifold. In
this theory the finite group F is replaced by the Lie algebra t with the discrete topology. Now we
use the real homogeneous quadratic form qR : t Ñ R and apply Lemma 5.17 to obtain
(5.21) Kpt, 2q ÝÑ KpR, 4q ÝÑ KpR{Z, 4q.
Let FtpXq be the 2-groupoid of t-gerbes on a closed oriented 4-manifold X. Then (5.21) determines
a homogeneous quadratic map
(5.22) qX : H
2
pX; tq ÝÑ R{Z.
The finite sum (5.19) is now replaced by a sum over an uncountable set, which we interpret as an
integral:
A
t
pXq 
»
GPH2pX;tq
volH0pX; tq
volH1pX; tq
e2piiqX pGq.
Here ‘vol’ denotes a formal volume which we regularize below. This is a Gaussian integral, and we
evaluate it as11
A
t
pXq 
volH0pX; tq
volH1pX; tq
a
volH2pX; tq exp

2πipsign bqpsignXq{8

 λEulerX µpsign bqpsignXq,
(5.23)
where λ is a constant we choose equal to
?
#F to match (5.20).
Before leaving these classical descriptions we indicate a classical coupling of the usual toral
Chern-Simons to the classical gerbe theory A
t
on a compact oriented 4-manifold X with boundary
a closed oriented 3-manifold Y . We freely use generalized differential cohomology [HS].12 Let
11If Q is a symmetric bilinear form on a finite dimensional real vector space V , it induces a map V Ñ V  whose
determinant is a map DetQ : DetV Ñ DetV , so an element DetQ P pDetV qb2. The integral of eiQpx,xq{2 over V
has an algebraic evaluation as
e2piipsignQq{8
a
|detQ|
P |DetV |,
where |DetV | is the real line associated to V by the absolute value character of R 0. A translation-invariant volume
form on V may be viewed as an element of the dual real line |DetV |, which then gives a numerical answer which
matches the usual Gaussian integral. This explains the signature factors in (5.23).
12We use differential theories based on the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HΠ.
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G be a t-gerbe on X; since t has the discrete topology G is flat. Its restriction BG to Y has an
exponential exp BG which is a topologically trivial flat T -gerbe. The field in toral Chern-Simons
is a ‘non-flat trivialization’ P of exp BG. More precisely, there is a groupoid whose objects are t-
gerbes on Y and whose morphisms are torsors for the differential cohomology group }HΠ
2
pY q; these
morphisms are equivalence classes of non-flat trivializations of the exponentials of the t-gerbes.
(The actual non-flat trivializations are morphisms in a 2-groupoid.) Now P extends to a non-flat
trivialization of expG on X. Let ω P Ω2pX; tq be its curvature. Work over a base manifold S. Then
the quadratic form (5.21), applied to BG and integrated over the fibers of Y Ñ S, yields a flat R{Z-
bundle over S whose equivalence class in H1pS;R{Zq is computed by a relative version of (5.22)
for the relative 3-manifold Y Ñ S. Because BG is extended to a t-gerbe on X, this R{Z-bundle
comes with a trivialization. The Chern-Simons action is a section of this circle bundle, and using
the trivialization may be identified with the function
(5.24)
»
X{Z
xω ^ ωy pmod Zq
on S.
In the quantum Chern-Simons theory we integrate the exponential of (5.24) over the stack of
non-flat trivializations P for fixed G. The result lives in the complex line bundle LpBGq Ñ S which
is the exponential of the R{Z-bundle in the previous paragraph. Automorphisms of BG act on LpBGq
and the result of the path integral is invariant. Therefore, if these automorphism act nontrivially the
path integral vanishes. (This is called the ‘Gauss law’ in physics.) Now an automorphism α of BG
acts through its equivalence class rαs P H1pY ; tq, and the action only depends on the equivalence
class rBGs P H2pY ; tq of the gerbe: namely, it acts as multiplication by exp
 
2πi xrαs ! rBGsy

.
This shows that the path integral vanishes unless BG is trivializable as a flat t-gerbe. Relative to
a trivialization the Chern-Simons field P is a usual T -bundle with connection and we recover the
standard description of classical Chern-Simons.
6. The basic tensor category and its center
§6.1. Drinfeld centers
Let T be a torus, τ P H4pBT ;Zq a non-degenerate twisting. Recall from Proposition 5.16 the
line bundle K Ñ T  T , which is a 2-cocycle. Define a convolution on the category SkyrT s of
sky-scraper sheaves of finite-dimensional vector spaces on T , with finite support, by setting
Cx  Cy  Kx,y b Cxy
for the skyscrapers at x, y, xy P T . The cocycle property of K ensures that this defines a tensor
category, which we denote by Skyτ rT s. This is an analogue of the “twisted group ring” Vectτ rGs
discussed in §4.2 for finite groups G.
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The tensor structure lifts to the universal cover t of T , but it is trivializable there. This is
because we can trivialize the pullback of K as a 2-cocycle valued in Pic, compatibly with our
chosen trivialization of the pullback of L, as in (5.14) and (5.5). However, we shall see that Skyτ rts
carries a higher structure, a braiding. This is specified by a family of automorphism Cξ  Cξ1

ÝÑ
Cξ1  Cξ, ξ, ξ
1
P t forming a bi-multiplicative section of the line bundle L of (5.5). In the defining
trivialization, the distinguished section is the function
σpξ, ξ1q  exp
 
πixξ, ξ1y
(
.
The structure extends in fact to the larger category Skyτ rCs of sky-scrapers on the correspondence
space C  pt  Λq{Π in (5.7) by a reformulation of Proposition 5.9(ii). Alternatively, there is a
natural quadratic function θ : C Ñ T (Remark 6.2(ii) below), which determines the braided tensor
structure on Skyτ rCs by a general construction (cf. the end of §8.1). The conceptual meaning for
this structure is given by the following.
Proposition 6.1. (i) The braided tensor category Skyτ rCs is the “continuous” Drinfeld center of
Skyτ rT s. The natural functor from Skyτ rCs to Skyτ rT s is induced by projection.
(ii) As braided tensor categories, Skyτ rCs  Skyτ rts b Skyτ rFˆ s, sitting in C by the obvious inclu-
sions, and lifting the splitting C  t  Fˆ of abelian groups. Moreover, the two factors are mutual
commutants.
The last statement means that any Skyτ rCs-object braiding trivially with all of Skyτ rFˆ s is in
Skyτ rts, and similarly with Fˆ and t interchanged.
Regarding the notion of “continuous Drinfeld center”, we will limit ourselves to the following
observation. All our categories are semi-simple, with the simple isomorphism classes corresponding
to the points on the underlying spaces. They are ‘categorifications’ of the underlying abelian groups.
We then ask that the half-braiding in Definition 4.8 should be continuous on irreducible objects, in
their natural topology. Developing this in more detail would be a distraction here for two reasons:
first, the key ingredient for us is not quite the Drinfeld center, which is a Hochschild cohomology,
but its dual notion, a Hochschild homology, which is a tensor product. Second, as we briefly indicate
in the next section, the easiest way to justify our story rigorously is via approximations by finite
abelian groups, in the time-tested “lattice approximation” of quantum field theory; and continuity
plays no roˆle in that setting.
Sketch of proof. An alternative description of C will be useful. Note that τ defines an isogeny
τT : T Ñ T
, the Langlands dual torus. Its kernel is the group F described in Notation 5.13.
Interpreting T  as the moduli space of flat line bundles on T , the map τT classifies the line bundle
L. Then,
C  t 
T
T.
To identify this fiber product over T  with the standard description pt ` Λq{Π, send pξ, λq in the
latter space to pdτpξq  λ, eξq in the former.
In the second description of C, we interpret a point x P T as the sky-scraper object Cx and
an element in the fiber of τTpxq as a continuous character of the central extension of the group T
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defined by Lx,; see Proposition 5.9(ii). But this is precisely a continuous half-braiding of Cx with
the simple objects of Skyτ rT s. It is easy to see a priori that simple objects of the center must be
supported at single points, and then that they have rank one, so we have just found all of them.
If we start at the identity with the trivial braiding, and keep a continuous choice of character as
we move in t, we sweep out the identity copy of t in C. The projective characters of T thus swept
out have the property that they are trivial on F  T (where every central extension in the family
is naturally trivialized). On the other hand, Lx, has trivial holonomy at the points x P F , and
there we can choose the trivial character in t. This defines the copy Fˆ of F in C. Clearly, this
braiding commutes with the braiding by the copy of t just described.
Non-degeneracy of the quadratic form on t implies that its commutant is no larger than Skyτ rF s.
That the two in fact commute, and the analogous statement for F , follow from the formula for
the ribbon element below. One can also argue directly that the braiding is defined by the perfect
bi-character on C described in Remark 6.2. 
Remark 6.2. (i) The two descriptions of C make clear its remarkable property of being Pontrjagin
self-dual: the groups tT and tΛ are Pontrjagin dual, and the kernel of the addition map of the
first group to T  is dual to the quotient of the second by the dual inclusion of Π. This self-duality
is symmetric, and is induced by the quadratic “ribbon” map θ : C Ñ T below.
(ii) The braided tensor category Skyτ rCs and its sub-categories Skyτ rFˆ s,Skyτ rts are in fact ribbon
categories with ribbon function on the simple object pξ, λq
θpξ, λq  exp πi
 
}τ1pλq}2  }ξ  τ1pλq}2
(
,
using the norm associated to the quadratic form (5.2). The square of the braiding is given by the
standard formula θpXY qθ1pXqθ1pY q.
(iii) The equivalence in 6.1(ii) is not one of ribbon categories, because the ribbon function is
quadratic and not linear on objects.
(iv) One should mind that the tensor structure defined by the restriction τ P H4pBF ;Zq is not
necessarily trivial, that is, Skyτ rF s may differ from SkyrF s as a tensor category. For instance, this
always happens when T  S1. But τ is always 2-torsion on F .
(v) The category Skyτ rFˆ s is in fact a modular tensor category [BK, T] and defines the 1-2-3-
dimensional Chern-Simons theory (of framed manifolds) associated to the torus T at level τ via
the Reshetikhin-Turaev theorem.
§6.2. Finite approximation of T and t
Let us now describe the finite (“lattice”) approximations of C, t, T and develop the finite version
of Chern-Simons theory in the next section. Let n be positive integer, which will become infinitely
divisible in the limit13; denote by T 
pnq
 T  the subgroup of n-torsion points and by T pnq Ñ T
the dual covering torus of T , with Galois group Πpnq  Π{nΠ, Pontrjagin dual to T 
pnq
. Finally, let
T
pnF q denote the inverse image of T

pnq
in T under τT and t
pnq that of T
pnF q in T
pnq. There is also
the Pontrjagin dual tpnF q of tpnq, which is a Galois cover of T 
pnq
(restricted from T ) with group
13That is, we’ll take the limit over N ordered by divisibility.
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ΛpnF q, Pontrjagin dual to T
pnF q. It is an exercise to check that the restriction τT : TpnF q Ñ T

pnq
lifts naturally to an isomorphism tpnq  tpnF q.
As n Ñ 8, the finite group T
pnq will be our approximation for T , t
pnq will approximate the Lie
algebra, tpnF q its dual, T 
pnq
will play the roˆle of T , Πpnq that of Π and ΛpnF q that of Λ.
Remark 6.3. If d is the dimension of T , then #T 
pnq
 nd, #T
pnF q  #F  n
d, #tpnq  #F  n2d.
The twisting τ restricts to H4pBT
pnq;Zq and defines a tensor category Vect
τ
pT
pnqq as discussed
in §4.2, which is a full subcategory of Skyτ rT s. Consider
Cpnq :

t
pnq
` ΛpnF q
	
{Πpnq  tpnF q 
T
pnq
T
pnF q.
It is easy to check that the ribbon function θ of Remark 6.2(ii) descends to a non-degenerate
quadratic function on Cpnq, and gives a braided tensor structure on Skyτ rCpnsq, with the restricted
twisting τ). The projection tpnF q  tpnq Ñ T
pnq defines a splitting C
pnq
 t
pnq
 Fˆ . The proof of
the following, discrete analogue of Proposition 6.1 is left to the reader.
Proposition 6.4. (i) The braided tensor category Skyτ rCpnqs is the Drinfeld center of Skyτ rT
pnF qs.
The natural functor from Skyτ rCpnqs to Skyτ rT
pnqs is induced by projection.
(ii) As braided tensor categories, Skyτ rCpnqs  Skyτ rtpnqs b Skyτ rFˆ s, sitting in Cpnq by the obvious
inclusions, and lifting the splitting Cpnq  tpnq  F  of abelian groups. Moreover, the two factors
are mutual commutants.
§6.3. Morita relations between our categories
The categories discussed in this section are closely related. Just as the right notion of quasi-
isomorphism for algebras in their natural world is Morita equivalence, there is a corresponding
notion for tensor categories and even braided tensor categories. In the next section, we sketch a
minimal background for these notions; but let us now state a key result and its significance for
TQFTs.
Proposition 6.5. (i) Skyτ rts and Skyτ rFˆ s are Morita equivalent by means of Skyτ rT s.
(ii) Skyτ rtpnsq and Skyτ rFˆ s are Morita equivalent by means of Skyτ rT
pnqs.
(iii) All these BTCs are quasi-invertible, more precisely, Skyτ rSs b Skyτ rSs is Morita equivalent
to Vect in all cases S  t, Fˆ , tpnq (with pτq indicating the opposite braiding).
Thus, Skyτ rts and Skyτ rtpnqs are quasi-invertible in their world. Moreover, they are equivalent
to the unit braided tensor category Vect in the following cases:
 When the signature of x,y on t is divisible by 8;
 When Z{2-graded vector spaces are used.
In the first case, we apply Proposition 6.5(i) to a product T of copies of the E8 maximal torus, with
its generating class τ ; unimodularity of the E8 lattice ensures that F  t1u. The second case uses
a variant of our categories and twistings with graded vector spaces, which we have not discussed.
In this case, with T  Up1q, the graded tensor category GrVectpUp1qq can be twisted by a class
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which is half 14 the generator of H4pBUp1q;Zq, and leads again to a trivial group F . (The group F
corresponding to the generator of H4pBUp1q;Zq has two elements.)
The braided tensor categories above lead to invertible 4-dimensional TQFTs for oriented mani-
folds: these are the theories described in §5.2. Invertibility has the obvious meaning, in the tensor
structure on TQFTs, and follows from Proposition 6.5(iii). Graded vector spaces, however, require
spin structures on the manifold. We conclude that the (isomorphic) theories defined by Skyτ rts and
Skyτ rtpnqs are trivial on oriented manifolds when the signature of τ is a multiple of 8, and always
trivial on spin manifolds.15
7. Higher algebra: tensor and bi-module categories
§7.1. m-Algebras
Our picture of Chern-Simons theory requires an ascent to categorical altitudes which exceed the
safe limit without special equipment: we will need linear 3-categories describing (very simple) 4-
dimensional theories. Fortunately, there is a recursive procedure to produce the higher categorical
objects needed and, even more fortunately, up to the range of dimensions we study there are
user-friendly models for these. We hope to return to an extensive discussion of these structures
elsewhere; here we sketch their basic features.
Recall first that vector spaces and linear maps form a symmetric tensor category, and that
algebra objects in a symmetric tensor category form in turn a symmetric tensor category (of one
level higher, but who’s counting?).
Definition 7.1. A 0-algebra is a complex vector space, and a morphism of 0-algebras is a linear
map. For m ¡ 0, an m-algebra is an algebra object in the (symmetric tensor m-) category of pm1q-
algebras. Morphism between m-algebras are bi-module objects in the category of pm  1q-algebras.
(Higher morphisms are defined recursively.)
The 2-category of (1-)algebras, modules and intertwiners is familiar enough—see 2.13—and here
we just give analogous pictures (or adequate substitutes) for the next two levels. A 2-algebra is an
algebra A together with an pA,Ab2q-bi-moduleM defining the 2-multiplication and a left A-module
E defining the identity; there must be the associativity and unit intertwiners (2-morphisms in the
category of algebras) satisfying the ‘obvious’ compatibility rules. A morphism of 2-algebras, from A
to B, is a pB,Aq bi-module in the world of algebras: an algebra N , plus an pN,BbNq-bi-module P
and an pN,N bAq-bi-module Q, plus compatibility isomorphisms defining the bi-algebra structure.
In general, a 2-algebra structure on A defines a tensor structure on the category of left A-modules;
sending A ÞÑ pAModq is a fully faithful functor from the 3-category of 2-algebras to that of tensor
14This half-generator is defined in the generalized cohomology theory h of Remark 1.3; this leads to a TQFT for
spin, rather than oriented manifolds.
15Some structure has been swept under the carpet here. Defining the theory for oriented or spin manifolds, rather
than framed ones, requires us to specify an action of SOp4q or Spinp4q, which adds some parameters. One of those is
the constant λ coupled to the Euler class in (5.23).
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categories. Modulo the problem of realizing linear categories as module categories, one can use
tensor categories instead of 2-algebras. This, of course, is what we have been doing.
For example, any commutative algebra becomes a 2-algebra via its own multiplication map;
a morphism between commutative algebras A and B, viewed as 2-algebras, is simply a B b A-
algebra. However, commutative algebras have a more obvious and economical embedding into
tensor categories, sending A to the tensor category with one object and endomorphism ring A. We
will write Ar2s when thinking of A as a 2-algebra.
More relevant is the example of a Hopf algebra H, which becomes a 2-algebra by means of the
multiplication M : HbH, which is a left H-module via the Hopf structure. For the Hopf algebra
A  CpGq of a finite group with the point-wise multiplication, but co-multiplication induced by the
Hopf structure, the category pAModq is that of vector bundles over G; and the tensor category
defined by the Hopf 2-algebra structure is precisely the earlier VectrGs in §4.2. A twisting class
τ P H4pBG;Zq changes the associator of the 2-multiplication.
One level up, a 3-algebra structure on A can be interpreted as follows: the 2-algebra structure
turns pAModq into a tensor category, having a 2-category of modules; and the 3-algebra structure
gives a tensor structure on the latter 2-category. (This, in turn, has a linear 3-category of modules,
affirming the 3-categorical nature of a 3-algebra.) For example, if A is commutative, two pAModq-
modules can be tensored over pAModq to produce a new pAModq-module, since the latter is
a symmetric tensor category. Similarly, in the case of the group ring, VectrGs-modules can be
tensored over VectrGs, using the Hopf structure on the latter. This is usually not possible for the
twisted versions Vectτ rGs, where the Hopf structure is broken by the twisting; this is much like the
case of twisted group rings over C defined from T-central extensions of the group, which do not
usually have 2-algebra promotions.
§7.2. Braided tensor categories
Manipulating tensor 2-categories can be rather daunting, and no doubt the most general 3-
algebras are no friendlier; but in some cases they can be captured by a more concise structure,
namely a braided tensor category (BTC). These are special kinds of algebra objects in the category
of all tensor categories, and represent the simplest type of structure on the category pAModq which
promotes A to a 3-algebra. For example, each braided tensor category Skyτ rSs of the previous
section promotes the algebra of functions on S, with pointwise multiplication, into a 3-algebra.16
As we will see, these higher structures are the natural result of quantization.
Even if we restrict to BTC among all algebra objects in the symmetric 3-category of tensor
categories, the description of all module objects—hence the description of bi-module objects, which
are the morphisms in the 4-category of BTCs—can be awkward; see the case of 2-algebras above.
However, there is a nice class of special module objects M , those for which the action of B on M
is defined by a functor B bM Ñ M . This must be a tensor functor, which forces the action of
B to half-braid with the multiplication on M ; in other words, the algebra map B Ñ M induced
by tensoring with 1 P M must lift to a braided tensor functor into the Drinfeld center ZpMq. We
call these ‘B-modules’ half-braided algebras over B. The reader should think of the analogy with a
16The cases of S  t and S  C require a priori a grain of salt, because we are considering very special modules,
but in fact the structure supplied does give a 3-algebra in each case, albeit with poor finiteness conditions.
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commutative 1-algebra A and the 2-category of central algebras over it; here, the braiding can be
thought of as a homotopy between left and right multiplications.
In spite of these difficulties, the following simplified four-category C will be a suitable replacement
the 4-category of 3-algebras. Objects of C will be braided tensor categories; morphisms from A to B
will be half-braided pB,Aq bi-algebra categories, that is, tensor categories M with a braided tensor
functor B b Aop to ZpMq. 2-morphisms will be bi-modules between bi-algebras (with compatible
B bAop-action), and then functors and natural transformations round this up.
§7.3. Quasi-isomorphisms
The key moral of the story is that the correct notion of equivalence becomes increasingly obscure
for higher algebras, although not less precise. The correct notion is always a pair of functors f, g
with f  g and g  f both equivalent to the respective identities.17 Thus, for 1-algebras we have
Morita equivalence. For 2-algebras, the familiar Morita conditions
P b
R
Q  S, Qb
S
P  R
become Morita equivalences themselves, as P and Q are now bi-algebras. This continues, as
we now illustrate in the proof of Proposition 6.5. Recall for this purpose the braided tensor
categories Skyτ rFˆ s, Skyτ rts, Skyτ rCs from the previous section, the latter two accompanied by
their finite approximations Skyτ rtpnqs and Skyτ rCpnqs. In addition, the tensor categories Skyτ rT s
and Skyτ rT
pnqs are half-braided bi-algebras over the first three, respectively their finite versions.
This makes them into 1morphisms in the 4-category C.
Sketch of proof of Proposition 6.5. We prove part (ii), part (i) is similar. We must produce Morita
equivalences
Skyτ rT
pnqs
â
Skyτ rtpnqs
Skyτ rT
pnqs  Sky
τ
rFˆ s,
Skyτ rT
pnqs
â
Skyτ rFˆ s
Skyτ rT
pnqs  Sky
τ
rt
pnq
s,
(7.2)
and similarly for t and T . The Morita objects realizing (7.2) are Skyτ rT
pnqs in all cases (respectively,
Skyτ rT s for part (i)). Indeed, the desired identity is
Skyτ rT
pnqs
â

Skyτ rT
pnqs b
Skyτ rtpnqs
Skyτ rT
pnqs

Skyτ rT
pnqs  Sky
τ
rFˆ s,
and the obvious permutations. Were we to tensor over the braided tensor category Skyτ rT
pnqs b
Skyτ rT
pnqs instead, the left side would be the Hochschild homology A b
AbA
A. By semi-simplicity (or
rather, self-duality of Skyτ rT
pnqs as a self-bi-module), this would give (a linear category equivalent
17This is not circular, since it relies on the lower-algebra definition of equivalence.
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to) the Drinfeld center Skyτ rCpnqs of Skyτ rT
pnqs. Instead, the effect of working over the tensor
product
Skyτ rT
pnqs b
Skyτ rtpnqs
Skyτ rT
pnqs
is to pick the relative Drinfeld center of Skyτ rT
pnqs over Sky
τ
rt
pnq
s, the commutant of Skyτ rtpnqs in
the full center Skyτ rCpnqs. By Proposition 6.4, this is Skyτ rFˆ s. Exchanging Fˆ and tn and repeating
the argument we obtain the second identity in (7.2).
Regarding Part (iii), this is a similar argument. Noting that Skyτ rSs can be identified with
the opposite braided tensor category of Skyτ rSs, we will use the tensor category Skyτ rSs with its
left-right action on itself as Morita bi-module. Furthermore, we use Skyτ rSs again to produce the
Morita equivalence of
Skyτ rSs
â
Skyτ rSsbSkyτ rSs
Skyτ rSs
with Vect. Indeed, after identifying one copy of Skyτ rSs with the dual category, the tensor square
of Skyτ rSs over the left category is the relative Drinfeld center of Skyτ rSs over Skyτ rSsbSkyτ rSs.
However, the center is the double Skyτ rSsbSkyτ rSs, and because τ gives an isomorphism S  S,
this double is nothing but Skyτ rSsbSkyτ rSs again, with its half-braided tensor action on Skyτ rSs.
Non-degeneracy of τ again ensures that the identity is the only simple object braiding trivially with
everything; therefore the relative center is Vect, as desired. 
8. Quantization of groupoids
In this section, we outline a “canonical quantization” procedure starting from a “classical” topo-
logical quantum field theories with target higher groupoids (satisfying some finiteness conditions).
In other words, we elaborate on the map Sumn in (3.9). For our purposes, “higher groupoids”
are spaces, with 0-groupoids being discrete sets and ordinary, or 1groupoids being homotopy
1types. The case n  2 is used in §5.2. The constraint is finiteness of the homotopy groups. We
hope to develop the full story elsewhere; here we outline the construction while flagging the cases
of immediate interest.
There is a quantization procedure for each n ¥ 0, leading to a TQFT in the respective dimension.
At its root is a linearization functor from spaces to higher algebras. (This works without finiteness.)
This “higher groupoid ring” is an m-algebra, which is what a TQFT in dimension n  m 1 assigns
to a point. The construction enhances the group algebra of a finite group (m  1), or even more
basically, of the vector space of functions on a finite set (m  0). The discrepancy between m (the
algebra level) and n (the TQFT dimension)—for which we apologize—is caused by the fact that
the term n-vector space has been used for a much more restrictive notion than our pn1q-algebras.
The m-algebra associated to a (connected, pointed) space X has as its category of modules the
m-category of representations of the based loop space ΩX on pm  1q-algebras; for disconnected
spaces, we must sum over components. The dependence on base points can be removed by viewing
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its representations as the category of local systems of pm  1q-algebras over X. We will write
RmpXq for the groupoid algebra when not relying on base-point choices.
There is an untwisted construction, leading to a TQFT of unoriented manifolds, and a construc-
tion with twists by a phase, which requires orientations.
Notation 8.1. Let G be a group and A an algebra. Then ArGs denotes the group algebra of G
under convolution and ApGq the A-valued functions on G under pointwise multiplication.
§8.1. Low m examples
Let X be a space, which for our application may be assumed to have finitely many nonzero
homotopy groups, each of which is finite. We now produce a candidate for the m-algebra RmpXq.
For m  1, our construction produces the number of isomorphism classes of points of the
groupoid, weighted by their automorphisms;
(8.2)
¸
xPpi0X
¹
i¥1
p#πipX,xqq
p1qi
A number counts as a “p1q-algebra”; for natural numbers at least, which are cardinalities of sets,
this matches our intuition. The weight of each isomorphism class is the alternating product of the
orders of the homotopy groups, which places an obvious finiteness condition. Without it, we must
abandon the top layer of the TQFT.
For m  0, we get the vector space of functions on π0X.
For m  1, we produce the usual groupoid algebra. After a choice of base-points, this is the
direct sum of the group algebras of the π1’s of the components, but a Morita equivalent base-point
free construction is the path algebra of X.18
Things become more interesting for m  2: the groupoid X  Kpπ2, 2q quantizes to the 2-
algebra Crπ2sr2s associated to the commutative group algebra Crπ2s. If, in addition, a π1 is present,
we get a crossed product 2-algebra π1 
 Crπ2sr2s. This easiest to describe by means of the tensor
structure on the category of modules of the underlying 1-algebra. As a 1-algebra, π1 
 Crπ2sr2s
consists of the functions on π1 with values in the algebra Crπ2s, and point-wise multiplication.
Its linear category of modules Reppπ2qpπ1q, consisting of bundles of π2-representations over π1.
Now, the tensor category of Crπ2sr2s-modules is equivalent to Reppπ2q as a linear category, but
carries the non-standard tensor structure corresponding to convolution of characters. In the Fourier
transformed picture, this is the category Vectpπ2 q of vector bundles on the Pontryagin dual group,
but with the point-wise tensor structure.19 The group π1 acts by automorphisms of the tensor
category Vectpπ2 q: the action comprises the obvious automorphisms of π2, as well as the k-invariant
k P H3pBπ1;π2q, if present. Indeed, we may interpret k as a crossed homomorphism π1 Ñ B
2π2,
and π2 is a group of central 2-automorphisms of Vectpπ

2 q as a tensor category : namely, elements of
π2 give 1-automorphisms (multiplications by Fourier modes) of Vectpπ

2 q as a bi-module category
over itself, which as such represents the identity morphism on the tensor category Vectpπ2 q. Thus,
18We are assuming a discrete model for spaces, such as simplicial sets.
19The standard tensor structure on Repppi2q would correspond to convolution on Vectppi

2 q.
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we can form the desired crossed-product tensor category20 π1
Vectpπ

2 q of modules for π1
Crπ2sr2s.
More succinctly but loosely, when π1 acts trivially and the k-invariant is null, H  Crπ2spπ1q is
a Hopf algebra over Crπ2s and this gives a 2-algebra structure as explained in §7.1. A non-trivial
action of π1 is incorporated by twisting the left H-module structure over H, as is the k-invariant.
The case m  3 gives rise to 3-algebras. Each connected component Xx is BΩxX, and R3pXxq
is the promotion of R2pΩxXq to a 3-algebra using the extra multiplication in the loop space.
However, for simply connected X, a braided tensor category arises naturally. Namely, the tensor
category π2 
Ωk Vectpπ

3 q was defined from the second loop space Ω
2X, which has a homotopy-
commutative multiplication, homotopy-commuting with the third multiplication on R3pXxq. (The
action of π2 is classified by the looping Ωk P H
3
pBπ2;π3q of the unique Postnikov invariant of X,
k P H4pKpπ2; 2q;π3q.) Otherwise put, the category π2 
Ωk Vectpπ

3 q has a second multiplication
compatible with the first: this structure is equivalent to a braiding. A π1, of course, would spoil
the requisite commutativity.
Remark 8.3. Recall that k is equivalent to the datum of a quadratic map π2 Ñ π3 (Lemma 5.17),
so this quadratic map is all that is needed for the construction of the braiding on the category
π2 
Ωk Reppπ3q. When π3 is a subgroup of T, B
2π3 acts by automorphisms of the 2-algebra Cr2s
(equivalently, automorphisms of the tensor category Vect), and we see from the same construction
that a braiding on Vectrπ2s is determined by a T-valued quadratic form on π2.
§8.2. Outline of the general construction
By now, the reader may have imagined the inductive procedure for constructing the m-algebra
RmpXq. The underlying vector space, or 0-algebra, comprises the (finitely supported) functions on
the m-truncated homotopy
º
xPpi0X
πmpX,xq      π1pX,xq.
As a 1-algebra, we see the Crπms-valued functions on the union of the pπm1      π1q, with
point-wise multiplication. The full m-algebra structure can be described recursively. First, as an
pm 1q-algebra,
RmpXq 
à
xPpi0X
Rm1pΩxXq.
Now, the loop spaces ΩxX carry a multiplication, and the induced multiplication on each Rm1
allows its promotion to an m-algebra. Finally, Rm is the direct sum of the resulting m-algebras.
Remark 8.4. Let us go one step further in unraveling this description: for each base-point x,
π1pX,xq acts on B
2Ω2xX; this defines an action on the m-algebra RmpB
2Ω2xXq, and we have
RmpXxq : π1pX,xq 
RmpB
2Ω2xXq.
This procedure has the advantage of producing finite-dimensional objects whenever the homo-
topy groups of X are finite, but the choice of base-points in the induction step breaks hopes of
functoriality. (This is similar to the construction of a minimal model for X from its Postnikov tower
in rational homotopy theory.) So our notation RmpXq is somewhat abusive: we produce something
20An alternative view: k classifies an extension of pi1 by Bpi2, which twists the obvious crossed product tensor
structure on pi1 
Vectppi

2 q.
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akin to the group ring of the based loop space ΩX. A remedy would be to cross with the Poincare´
groupoids, instead of π1. This would produce a Morita equivalent algebra; but even with a finite
model for a higher groupoid, there is then little hope of a finite-dimensional answer.
§8.3. Twisting by cohomology classes in T
The construction of the m-algebra (and in fact of the entire n  m  1-dimensional TQFT) can
be twisted by a class τ P HnpX;Tq of our space X. This gives a projective co-cycle for actions of
ΩX on pm  1q-algebras, and the twisted group ring can now again be defined as the m-algebra
with the ‘same’ representation category. Some examples: for m  1, the points are now weighted
by their phase in H0pX;Tq before counting. For m  0, we get a non-trivial action of π1 on
C for each component of X, and only the invariant lines are summed up to produce the vector
space. For m  1, the class gives a central extension of each π1, which we quantize to the sum
of the corresponding twisted group algebras. For m  2 and connected X, H3pX;Tq classifies the
crossed homomorphisms π1 Ñ π

2 , and τ twists the action of π1 on Vectpπ

2 q, resulting in a different
crossed product π1 
τ,k Crπ2sr2s. Finally, for pure gerbes Kpπ, 2q, a 4-class τ defines a quadratic
map π Ñ T, which defines a braided tensor structure on Vectrπs. The categories Skyτ rts,Skyτ rFˆ s
from §7 are of this form.
The construction of a general twisted groupoidm-algebra follows the inductive procedure sketched
earlier. Note that, in the absence of twistings, RmpXq  RmpXq
op; this is related to the fact that
the associated TQFT does not require orientations.
§8.4. Construction of the quantization map Sumn
The category FH of spaces with finitely many, finite homotopy groups has disjoint unions,
products and fiber products (homotopy fiber products). As in §3, define the n-category FHn of
correspondences in FH (truncated at level n). We will enhance the assignment X ÞÑ Rn1pXq into
a symmetric tensor21 functor
(8.5) Sumn : FHn Ñ Algrn 1s
into the n-category22 Algrn1s of pn1q-algebras. Having fixed an X P ObpFHq, we pre-compose
with the mapping space functor I : Bordn Ñ FHn to produce the ‘TQFT with target X’, a theory
with values in Algrn 1s.
Remark 8.6. There is a similar functor F τ on the category FHτn, whose objects are spaces with
an n-co-cycle τ valued in T, 1-morphisms are correspondences equipped with a homotopy between
pulled-back cocycles, and so forth. This leads to the twisted TQFTs for oriented manifolds; we
will not spell out its details here.
Whereas on objects SumnpXq  Rn1pXq, the formula for morphisms is increasingly complex
and we pause for a moment to explain why. If Rn1 was a contravariant functor with “good”
tensor properties, we would just apply it to morphisms of all levels. The reader might think of
21Sumn will take disjoint unions to direct sums and fiber products to tensor products.
22This is a particular choice of ‘C’ in §3.
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the algebra of co-chains on a space, which converts correspondences to bi-modules. (As a technical
aside, this does not always have the required tensor properties, but a closely related functor does:
the co-algebra of chains, with co-tensor products.) However, our Rn1 is the Koszul dual functor
of chains on the based loop space. We thus use Koszul duality as a recipe to define Sumn. The
general rule is that a correspondence at level k, given by a k-storied diagram of spaces, gets sent
to the colimit of the same diagram of group rings.
We illustrate this for 1- and 2-morphisms. We may assume connectivity of our spaces (separate
components are handled separately). For a correspondence c : C Ñ X  Y , call F the homotopy
fiber of c. It may be viewed as the anti-diagonal quotient pΩX  ΩY q{ΩC; the obvious action of
ΩX ΩY on this last space is the structural one on F . To C, we assign the pRn1pXq, Rn1pY qq-
bi-module
SumnpCq : Rn1pXq
â
Rn1pCq
Rn1pY q  Rn2pF q.
This is an pn  2q-algebra, as the top multiplication layer has been used up to build the tensor
product. The geometric ΩX  ΩY actions on F induce the bi-module structure on Rn2pF q
Now let D Ñ CC 1 be a correspondence of correspondences; the compositions D Ñ XY must
agree. With H denoting the homotopy fiber of the last map, there is induced a map h : H Ñ FF 1
with compatible ΩX  ΩY action. The homotopy fiber G of h carries ΩF  ΩF 1 actions and
intertwining ΩX  ΩY actions; in fact,
(8.7) G 
ΩF ΩF 1
ΩH

Ω2X  Ω2Y
Ω2C 
Ω2D
Ω2C 1
,
with the leftright action of Ω2C  Ω2C 1 on each factor in the second numerator; we have just
enough commutativity to mod out by the anti-diagonal Ω2D. The desired multi-module is
SumnpDq : Rn3pGq  Rn2pF q
â
Rn2pHq
Rn2pF
1
q  Rn2pXq
â
Rn2pCq b
Rn2pDq
Rn2pC1q
Rn2pY q;
in the first presentation, tensoring in the pn 2q-multiplications ensures that we stay in the realm
of “pRn1pXq, Rn1pY qq bi-algebra pRn2pF q, R
pn2qpF
1
qq-bi-algebras”, but uses up the top two
level products on SumnpDq and leaves an pn  3q-algebra. In the second presentation, we view D
as a pC,C 1q-correspondence in a lower-dimensional field theory and tensor over the pn 2q-algebra
Sumn1pDq, acting leftright on each factor.
The fun continues, but we will stop.
Remark 8.8. Recall the finite group F from §5.1. Consider the gerbe B2F , equipped with the class
τ P H4pB2F ;Tq described in Lemma 5.17. The space C of maps from a closed 4-manifold X to
B2F can be viewed as a top-level correspondence from the point to itself, and (8.2) is the Gauss
sum computed in §5.2.
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9. The quantum theories
The braided tensor categories Skyτ rF s, Skyτ rtpnqs and Skyτ rts generate 4-dimensional TQFTs
with target space the corresponding (τ -twisted) gerbes. Their 4-manifold invariants were computed
as a path integral in §5.2; we have seen their agreement with the numbers provided by the general
quantization procedure. The invariants for t need to be renormalized by a power of the volume of
t; this is explained by the increasing number of points in its finite approximation tpnq. We discuss
these theories further in §9.1.
§9.1. The quantum gerbe theories on F, t and tpnq
We now describe the theories AS on closed manifolds of dimension below 4; At can be justified
either as the limit of A
tpnq
’s, or in its own right by judicious use of the word ‘continuous.’ The Lie
algebra theory also has a few interesting variations, which tie in with positive energy representations
of Lt and their fusion.
The point. We already know the braided categories Skyτ rFˆ s, Skyτ rts, and Skyτ rtpnqs assigned by A
to a positively oriented point; A sends the negative point to the opposite object, the category with
opposite braiding. Recall that, in all cases, the twisting τ P H4p;Tq which defines the braided
structure is given by a non-degenerate quadratic map q to T (see (5.18), (5.22), §6.1).
The circle. Here, AF assigns the 2-algebra quantization of the groupoid LB
2F  BF B2F , with
twisting Ωτ P H3pLB2F ;Tq transgressed from τ ; this class Ωτ represents the bihomomorphism
b : F  F Ñ T derived from q. According to §8.3, the quantization is the crossed product R :
F 
Ωτ CrF sr2s with action twisted by the transgression of τ . We have several pictures for this.
(1) The tensor category of R-modules is F 
b VectpF

q, after identifying CrF s-modules with
vector bundles on F . The group F acts on F  by translation, via b. Note that this is
equivalent to the matrix algebra MFFpVectq on VectpF

q!
(2) R-modules in algebras are CrF s-algebras with an action of the group F by automorphisms,
which twisted commutes with the central CrF s: af pf
1
q  f 1  bpf, f 1q for f, f 1 P F , with af
denoting the automorphism and f 1 P F embedded in the central CrF s.
(3) Related to this is the 2-category of R-linear categories: these are C-linear categories with a
projective action of F BF with co-cycle b. This is an action of F by linear functors plus
a second action of F by automorphisms of the identity functor (central automorphisms of
all objects), which must be related by af pf
1
xq  f
1
af pxq
 bpf, f 1q, for each object x.
(4) The same 2-category has a different presentation which emphasizes its loopy nature: the 2-
category Brτ pF q of (fully) braided bi-module categories over the braided category Skyτ rF s.
The full braiding gives the BF -action. We will see that its counterpart Brτ ptq relates nicely
to positive energy representations of Lt.
The algebra CrF s is a module object over R: this is because the linear category ReppF q of
CrF s-modules is naturally a module over the tensor category F 
b VectpF

q in (i); more precisely,
it is the standard simple module of MFFpVectq. This implies the following.
Proposition 9.1. For non-degenerate q, R is Morita equivalent to Cr2s, with bi-module CrF s. 
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Closed Surfaces. The space of maps from a closed surface Σ to B2F factors as B2F H1pΣ;F q 
F . The transgression τΣ of the twisting co-cycle has two components: one of them defines the
Heisenberg central extension of H1pΣ;F q constructed from q and the Poincare´ duality pairing, the
other, on B2F , gives the character f ÞÑ bpf, f0q, in the component labeled by f0. Quantization
produces the group ring, the Weyl algebra Wτ
 
H1pΣ;F q

for the component f0  0, and kills the
other components.
At this stage, invertibility of the theory has become obvious, because we get a matrix algebra.
Despite this, the theory is not trivial on surfaces. Indeed, while the mapping class group of Σ
acts by automorphisms on the Weyl algebra, this conceals a central extension by eighth roots of
unity, given (when t has rank one) by the reduction mod 8 of the Maslov index. This appears
when attempting to lift the action on Lagrangian subspaces in H1 to the associated Schro¨dinger
representations [P, §I.4].
Remark 9.2. Even when this extension is trivial, such as for spin surfaces, two trivializations may
differ by a (half-integral) power of the determinant line. This stems from an invertible 3-dimensional
theory, and the usual framing anomaly in Chern-Simons theory can be concealed therein.
3-folds with boundary. A bounding 3-manifold M gives a Lagrangian subspace in H1pΣq; we
can then form the Schro¨dinger representation S of W pBMq [P]. This is the morphism AF pMq
from C to the Weyl algebra. Gluing two such manifolds into a closed one produces the line
HomW pBMqpS,S q. This line has a preferred trivialization on any oriented 3-manifolds, but also
carries a natural action of the group Z of global frame changes.
§9.2. Chern-Simons theory
Consider the 3-dimensional gauge theory Z
pnq with finite group TpnF q and twisting class τ P
H3pBT
pnF q;Tq. Such theories were described in §4.2. From the perspective of Theorem 2.9, the
theory Zn is generated by the tensor category
23 Skyτ rT
pnF qs. Similarly, we should view Sky
τ
rT s
as the generating tensor category for a theory Z, which is an L2 version of Chern-Simons theory
with gauge group T . For example, the vector space associated to a closed surface is the space
of L2 sections of the Theta-line bundle Θpτq on the T -Jacobian JT of flat bundles (whereas the
usual, holomorphic Chern-Simons theory would supply the holomorphic sections). It is easiest to
justify the relation of Skyτ rT s to L2 gauge theory by using the finite approximations Z
pnq: sections
of Θpτq on T
pnF q-bundles approximate L
2
pJT q as n Ñ 8. We will see in §9.1 that this goes
for 1- and 3-dimensional outputs as well. (The limit must be regularized, so that, for instance,
summation over torsion points becomes integration in the limit. L2-Chern-Simons itself requires
regularization: vectors of bounding 3-manifolds are δ-sections on the respective Lagrangians in JT ,
and the 3-manifold invariant is only ’obviously’ finite for for rational homology spheres.)
One picture of a 3-dimensional TQFT, as a stand-alone theory, is as an endomorphism of the
trivial 4-dimensional theory, with the top level truncated.24 If, however, a 3D theory is a module
over another, non-trivial 4d TQFT A —meaning that the algebras arising various dimensions is
23In 2-algebra language, Skyτ rT
pnF qs is the tensor category of modules for the algebra of functions on TpnF q, with
τ -twisted Hopf 2-algebra structure.
24Without truncation, all morphisms between TQFTs are isomorphisms. At any rate, a 3D TQFT does not supply
anything in dimension 4.
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are module objects over their 4d counterparts, in a consistent way—then it can be viewed as a
truncated morphism 1Ñ A . If A is invertible, this is the notion of an ‘anomalous field theory’ with
anomaly A . Similarly, a bi-module for theories pAt,AF q yields a truncated morphism AF Ñ At.
Of course, concerning Z, we have the gerbe theories for F and t in mind. The following summarizes
our results.
Theorem 9.3. (i) The L2-Chern-Simons theory Z generated by Skyτ rT s gives an isomorphism
AF Ñ At of oriented 4d theories.
(ii) The finite gauge theory Z
pnq generated by Sky
τ
rT
pnF qs gives an isomorphism AF Ñ Atpnq of
oriented 4d theories.
(iii) Z gives a truncated morphism 1Ñ At of oriented 4d theories.
(iv) A Morita equivalence Vect  Skyτ rts induces an isomorphism At Ñ 1; after a composition
with such an isomorphism, Z becomes isomorphic to 3d (holomorphic) Chern-Simons theory.
(v) Z
pnq gives a truncated morphism 1Ñ Atpnq of oriented 4d theories. A Morita equivalence Vect 
Skyτ rtpnqs induces an isomorphism A
tpnq
Ñ 1; after a composition with such an isomorphism, Z
pnq
becomes isomorphic to 3d (holomorphic) Chern-Simons theory.
Remark 9.4. Recall from §6.3 that a Morita isomorphism as in (iii) and (v) can be found whenever
8 divides the signature of τ , or anytime we work with graded objects and spin manifolds. Items (ii)
and (v) are perhaps not of much interest, but in the n Ñ 8 limit they serve to justify rigorously
the claims (i), (iii) and (iv); without that, we would need to delve into topological categories and
their continuous centers. The truncated morphism Z in (iii) is (holomorphic) Chern-Simons as an
anomalous theory.
The theorem is really a corollary of Proposition 6.5—or at least it would be so, if we supplied the
information needed to make the braided tensor categories into fully dualizable objects with SOp4q-
actions in the world of braided tensor categories.25 We shall not do this; instead let us explain
what the theories assign in each dimension. In particular, we will recover the usual modular tensor
category [St] for holomorphic Chern-Simons for T as the relative Drinfeld center of Skyτ rT s over
Skyτ rts.
§9.3. Chern-Simons as an anomalous theory
We condense the relations between our theories on closed manifolds X in the following table, in
which the third column gives a Morita isomorphism between the second and fourth columns. We
have written ZpXq for the L2 Chern-Simons invariant of a 3-manifold, a renormalized count of the
flat T -bundles on X [Ma], while AF,tpXq refers to the 4-manifold invariants computed in §5.2.
25Something is missing, as can be seen from the invariant computation in §5.2, where an Euler characteristic-
coupled parameter must be supplied.
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dimX AtpXq ZpXq AF pXq
0 Skyτ rts Skyτ rT s Skyτ rFˆ s
1 t
b Skyrt

s Skyτ rCs F 
b SkyrF

sq
2 Wτ
 
H1pX; tq

L2
 
JT pXq; Θpτq

Wτ
 
H1pX;F q

3 C ZpXq C
4 AtpXq — AF pXq
Theories on closed manifolds
There is a matching equivalence with the finite theories for T
pnq, t
pnq:
dimX A
tpnq
pXq Z
pnqpXq AF pXq
0 Skyτ rtpnqs Skyτ rT
pnF qs Sky
τ
rFˆ s
1 tpnq 
b Skyrt
pnq
s Skyτ rCpnqs F 
b SkyrF

sq
2 Wτ
 
H1pX; tpnqq

L2
 
JT
pnF q
pXq; Θpτq

Wτ pH
1
pX;F qq
3 C Z
pnqpXq C
4 A
tpnq
pXq — AF pXq
Finite theories on closed manifolds
Experts may have recognized in the right column the double of Chern-Simons theory for the torus
T at level τ . This is explained as follows.
The second and third columns in each table give our advertised description of (holomorphic)
Chern-Simons theory as an anomalous theory. We claim that Z is ‘finite as a module over At, with
holomorphic Chern-Simons theory as a basis’ (and similarly for Z
pnq and Atpnq). The most obvious
instance is that of the vector space
(9.5) ZpΣq  L2
 
JT pΣq; Θpτq

,
for a closed surface Σ. The theory of Theta-functions tells us that, after a choice of complex
structure, (9.5) factors into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors; the former is the space of
holomorphic Theta-functions, an irreducible representation of the Heisenberg group on HpΣ;F q,
and the latter the anti-holomorphic Fock representation of the Weyl algebra W
 
H1pΣ; tq

.
One dimension down, the center Skyτ rCs of Skyτ rT s, plays the role of the modular tensor category
for L2 Chern-Simons. The braided structure on Skyτ rCs makes this into a braided bi-module over
Skyτ rts, thus a t
b Skyrt

s-module. It is free with basis Skyτ rFˆ s, in the sense that it converts into
the latter, after the Morita equivalence of t 
b Sky
τ
rt

s with 1 defined by Skyrts. Such a Morita
equivalence can be induced from a trivialization of At by means of Sky
τ 1
rT s at a level τ 1 giving a
trivial group F 1;26 for indeed, Skyτ
1
rC 1s is then just Skyrts, as a braided bi-module. (The change
26Using graded vector spaces, see §6.3.
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to another level of the same signature can be accommodated by scaling the Lie algebra.) This is
also related to the computation of the relative center of Skyτ rT s over the braided category Skyτ rts.
In dimension 0, our data for Chern-Simons theory is new.
§9.4. Surfaces with boundary in another model for t-gerbe theory
In this model ReppLtq for Skyτ rts, closely related to loop groups, the objects are semi-simple,
projective, positive energy modules of the smooth loop Lie algebra Lt, with projective co-cycle
pξ, ηq ÞÑ
¾
xξ, dηy.
These representations are invariant under diffeomorphisms of the circle; non-invariantly, they factor
into a semi-simple representation of t and the Fock representation of Lt{t, the latter being a Morita
factor in the equivalence.
The fusion of two representations is defined using a pair of pants P : the Weyl algebra Wτ pP q
of the pair of pants (see below) accepts maps from three commuting copies of the Weyl algebra
Wτ pLtq of Lt. The fusion of two boundary representations is the induced module from their tensor
product, as a Wτ pP q-module, to the the third boundary. Fusion gives a braided tensor structure
on ReppLtq, which makes it equivalent to Skyτ rts. Wτ pLtq itself is the underlying 3-algebra, when
equipped with the fusion product via the braided tri-module Wτ pP q.
Associated to a surface Σ with boundary is the symplectic vector space SΣ : Ω
1
pΣq{dΩ0pΣ, BΣq
of closed forms modulo differentials of functions vanishing on BΣ; the symplectic form is
³
Σ
ϕ^ ψ.
The Weyl algebra Wτ pSΣb tq is a braided bi-algebra for theWτ pLtq’s at each boundary circle. This
promotes Wτ pΣq to an object of Br
τ , the 2-category (equivalent to that) of t
b Skyrt

s-modules,
and the thus promoted Wτ pΣq is AtpΣq.
A model S1Σ for SΣ that removes the Morita factors FockpLt{tq from W uses only differentials
whose restriction to each boundary circle is constant (in a fixed parameterization). We lose the
connection to loop groups, but this is convenient for describing ZpΣq (without having to Morita-
modify C). Now, ZpΣq is a functor between products of copies of Skyτ rCs, one for each boundary
circle: in effect, a vector bundle over a product Cn. The moduli space JT pΣ, BΣq of flat T -bundles
on Σ equipped with constant connections on BΣ projects to tn by the boundary holonomies; call
this map p. ZpΣq is the bundle over tn of fiber-wise L2 sections of Θpτq along p; it is naturally a
finite module over Wτ pS
1
b tq under its translation of the Jacobian. The Fˆ -components of ZpΣq
are determined by the weight space decomposition under the actions of F at the boundaries.
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